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I Citasse* And btauti/Vj the hair.
luxuriant fruwih.
»
■ Never Fail» to Keetore Grey
I Hair to It· Youthful Color.
I Cura acalp il.ntKi a hair tauiaf.
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TEACH EB*·
We want all the teachers we can «et, both
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Stockton Spring-, Maine.
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will volunteer to drive team or
load bundles in the field, and there
stay until the worst is over.

Meat to the Flock.

ARISING

KKUSi

I* JIN AT l'Β A I.

A good man can be depended upou to
MKTHODS OF RKARJXO POULTRY.
look closely after the details in his department. An employer's time is worth
Either excess or lack iu meat feeding too much to be spent in locating a pickIt
is
commun.
are
is a danger—both
axe, stopping up a hole in the bottom of
my own opinion that much of the in- a lira m box, finding out when the wagon
explicable difficulty in the docks of axles were greased, or attending to the
those who are limited as to space arise* innumerable little matters that an effifrom overfeeding meat. It does not cient employe will always look out for.
n»ce<ssarily follow that meat in goodly
quantity is a bad thing for fowls, but the
dried meat supplied in the market is alWanted—Men endowed with common
most universally the refuse from the sense.
During the proprietor's absence
ferwith
sideline
a
a uumber of calf pent aro to be cleaned.
packing houses or
meat
furthe
If
tilizer manufacturers.
The instructions have been, since haynished the people of the country is open ing, to top dress the meadows, but the
to such grave quee'ion as to quality, it intelligent hired man knows that straw
goes without saying that that furnished aud coarse manure would interfere
for the insiguiiicant heu will be worse, seriously with mowing and raking the
I)r. Sanborn, one of the next hay crop, so he varies the regular
on the average.
leading surgeons who write concerning piogramme and scatters the contents of
for
the especial poultry the pens on the plough land. A hundred
poultry diseases
public, sajs that spoiled commercial similar illustrations might be given, but
animal foods have been directly responsi- the moral of each would be the same—
ble for some of the cases of '"limber if you have any judgment, use it.
neck" reported to him. This disease is
a manifestation of ptomaine poisoning,
and may as easily arise from spoiled bagDeliver us from the man who has
ged meat as from a spoiled dead chick spells of sulking, and the man rrho talks
out on the range.
too much, and the man who takes no
With birds nearing maturity, which interest in his work. Such a man muy
are likely to be fed highly of meat to be able to do two days' work in one; he
promote feathering and induce early may be handy with tools—a jack of all
laying, catarrh and roup are very com- trades, and one of the best all around
mon.
Exposure adds to their suscepti- men on the farm (when he feels in the
bility. but meat in excess always inter- right mood)—but you don't know what
feres with digestion and weakens the minute he will go wrong; he is sure to
resistant power of the animal, large make trouble among the rest of the help,
stock or small. The X ray and the in- and no matter how good a man he may
numerable experiments of our day, by be at particular times he soon will bemeans of stomach pump, diet tests, etc., come intolerable and you will be mighty
are showing pretty clearly that some of glad to see him go.
Such a man never
our common diseases may fairly be call- stays
long in one place.
Prominent
ed "meat diseases."
among
is rheumatism. The
these
of
the
When you're in a big hurry yourself
and
day
thought
experiment
affirms that those who do not eat meat it's rather provoking to see your man
leisurely taking his time. Snap and
freely will seldom have rheumatic
cutties. It is found that older fowls fol- dash are qualities that count on the
low the same rule. If fed meat to ex- farm, especially when an important
in the quickcess, they are prone to rheumatism and piece of work needs doing
est possible time.
kindred diseases.
If dried scrap meats are fed every day
the fowls get very tired of them, and in
If a man wants to double his wages,
many cases they will not eat a full rahis best plan is to double his efforts for
tion. For this reason I think it is
the success of the business and make
ter, when feediug meat with the mash, I
his emMany himself twice as valuable to
to use it only on alternate days.
as any other man on the job.
ployer
coarse food
feed
sufficient
to
fail
persons
with the meat, and the concentration
causes trouble.
A sunny disposition, an even temper,
On the other band, if birds are raised I
constancy of purpose, and all the qualiwithout a good meat producing range, I ties that tend to
efficiency and absolute
they are dependent on their feeders to I trustworthiness are to be cultivated by
shall!
so
that
ration
they
balance the
the employe who would achieve the
have enough proteine to give them the I
greatest success, and who would some
and
and
muscle
feather,
etc.,
proper
day find himself an independent landfurnish
and
them
fat
to
plump
euough
holder instead of a common hired man.
heat when needed. Those who have I
—Cor. in Tribune Farmer.
made careful experiments say that the
proteine needs to be furnished in part by
Thoroughness In Potato Crop.
meat, though we can get it in quantity I
The year before the planting of the
in wastes from which the starch has
been extracted, like gluten, hominy I potatoes the land was in pasture and
meal, etc. Birds feather rapidly on a I partly covered with bushes. It was
meat diet, and they produce eggs freely I cleared, plowed and sowed to Hungarian
On the 1 1-2 acres in the piece
on this diet, if in good general condition. grass.
Meat seems to the average experienced ! only one small load of Hungarian hay
poultry keeper to be one of the things was secured, the land being in a poor
me
condition ana no iertuizer usea.
he can least get along without.
But experience everywhere agrees I land was plowed again in the spring and
that the chicks which get a suffiency of thoroughly harrowed with spring tooth
varied food, including meat, in nature's hartow and finished with an acme harI
way, are indubitably the best chicks. row.
The land after the complete pulverizIt is possible to raise chicks by the I
and
ing was furrowed and 1400 pounds high
forcing method that look all right,
I
to
begin work early, but they are apt go ί grade complete manure for corn, grain
and grass was applied in the furrows per
to pieces under the continued strain.
Hopper feeding comes in, with Its I acre. The fertilizer was then mixed
the birds a little near-1 with the soil by running a cultivator in
offer to

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountainfar Tea Nuggets

bet-1

I

I

I

keep

nature's method by supplying theiu the furrow, where the seed was dropped
with a continuous ration, so that they by hand, and covered with the cultivator.
A lij Mcdieia»
Busy People.
as they
The ground was kept thoroughly fine
may take a little at a time,
Brisks Gulden Health aad Renewed Vigor.
list, and also so that they may balance and ali weeds prevented from starting
A politic f.>r C instillation. Iu li^estiou. Live
When I by frequent cultivation until the tops
ari'l Κι In -v Trouble·*. Plinpl··». Eczema, Impure t>'e ration to suit themselves.
UI<k»I. lia I Urviilh, Sliiifireh llowels. Η'-λΊμοΙι·" people first try this plan they are likely covering the ground prevented further
unj Backuclu.·. It')» H «cky Mountain Tea iti tebthat the fowls will not eat cer-1 working of the soil. The bugs were
U«nuin» made by to report
l-t form. S". tvuts a box.
kept in subjection by the use of Bug
H'iu :sti:: Dnro Company, Madison, Wis.
tu them, or if they have some- Death sifted dry on the vines, which is
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR ΓALLOW PEOPLE customed
thing they like better. This may be a costly way of getting rid of the bugs.
true at first.
They will even neglect The yield was at the rate of 300 bushels
green food to which they are nut ac- per acre, some portions of the field docustomed. But every good food which ing better than that.
is left before them, in shape so that it is
Tliiecrop was raised before I had manot trampled or fouled, they will in time chinery for planting, sprayiug, etc. The
learu to eat. Thus, at the first, the hop- fertilizer was a "corn special" as when
but f went after the phosphate the agent
per method may not seem good,
for a mouth will, I think, was out of the potato phosphate and I
persistence
deto
η
Cur β U let· year» 1 have fltted glai>*e<t
There was
turn most of the objectors into advo- took what he had on band.
fective eye·» and nothing et*e—that make» me a
cates of it. Many who have adopted it not a handful of weeds on the 1 1-2 acres
In
trouble
w.»y,
If
any
you
•peclallet.
your eye»
that roup, before prevalent, di- at digging time and a hand boe was not
and If you want expert advice In regard to the report
minished at once, and soon disappeared. used ou the field for hoeing during the
who
a
uian
who
le
the
coine
to
epeclalht,
»»me,
It is my own belief that we shall not season. With improved machinery, podue· one thing unir· No charge for eye examinhave couditions which will keep the tatoes can be handled much cheaper and
ation· or confu tation.
digestive organs of confined fowls i:i larger acreage planted. We are now
continuous good order till we can fur- usiug the potato planter, two horse
nish the food in the natural way, leaving riding cultivator and four row power
them fairly free to make their own sprayer beside the other tools for special
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. ItM.
selections. Hopper feeding is the near- purposes. I now use about one ton of
The commercial fertilizer per acre, one-half
est we cau come to this at present.
A
automatic feeders add a factor not pres- applied when planting, the remainder
the potatoes break the
ent in other hopper feeding, because just before
CURE
some exercise is
necessary in order to grouud.
For a potato crop I prefer land that
obtain the food. A good mixture of
grains in an automatic feeder, with a has been under the plow the year befo e
Is quickly absorbed.
hopper of meat to bo partaken of at and then plowed deeply and soil
6ι«·> Rai··! at One*.
wi'l, might go fart·· solve some of the thoroughly pulverized. Thoroughnet-s
It cleanses, soothes
puzz'e*. In summer, with farm range, and doing things at the right time are
beals ami protects
these puzzles do not often appear. In essentials in raising potatoes. We have
the diseased memwinter the farm and the town plot are not learned it all yet but keep adding inbrane. It ourvs Caalike restricted by reason of weather formation each year. Potato culture is
tarrh anil drives
au interesting study and one year with
conditions.
The lose, or sickness, or failure to another there are dollars in it for the
away a Cold in the
Heud quickly. Ke- 11 A V
thrive of oue or two birds in a tlock, man who knows how and does the best
stores the Sense· of ΠΛ ■
the rest doing well, may be regarded as he knows. On the cover page of New
Tuate and Sui»'ll. Full size 50 cts., at Dm Le- au individual matter, and no more to be England Ilomestead recently was an
gists or by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by maiL wondered at than the feebleness of one illustration of my potato field as it apilly Brothers, 50 Warren Street. New York· member of a family when the others are peared at harvest time.—Cor. in New
robust." But if numbers of the fowls or England Homestead.
a
>0000000 chicks are un'hrifty or show tendency
to sickness, we may be very sure some- A Mechanic's View of Aroostook.
thing is wrong with the conditions.
City folks think we people up here
Sometimes roosting habits alone will have a cinch.
They tell about what
account for lack of thrift in growing or nice fresh butter we
have, and the splenor some abA
chicks.
fright
maturing
did new laid eggs. But that's all they
normality may drive several broods to- know about it. We have difficulty in
and
Is a critic because he likes to
gether, so that they can crowd
butter at thirty and thirty-five
other. They will never getting
each
contrample
can
be contrary. You
cents a pound and eggs cost us 28 to 30
go
overcome.
is
thrive till this condition
cents a dozen. The farmers up here are
Sometimes simply moving them to a potato mad. Potatoes, too, are not so
trary to the wishes of your
bad
a
such
overcome
will
new place
and
friends and
cheap as you'd think they would be.
habit—Cor. in Tribune Farmer.
It is a fact that we cau't buy a barrel of
sometimes get the best of them,
potatoes for less than twenty-five cents
but go contrary to the dictates
more per barrel than they are paying at
Honesty in Selling Stock.
the potato houses. This, too, from the
of nature and you always get
There is no business in the world farmers. I saw one
day last winter a
where reliability and absolute truth is
the wors>t of it.
in this town offer a farmer
storekeeper
of
blooded
so essential as with a breeder
the same price for his potatoes as the
stock. He knows all about his stock,
buyers wrre giving and he willing to
ones.
weak
their
and
their strong points
tako the entire load. The offer was reor
breed
the
advance
he
can
sales
his
In
fused, the farmer hauling them to the
injure it, can help a customer or be bis
a mile further on
it must be.
Why,
at potato houses, nearly
ruin, for his customers are entirely
the road.
Nature won't accept
his mercy. He can be a man or jockey.
A breeder should be so honest and uptacles though, they mu*t be
A Dos for a Sheep His Motto.
him
right that a stranger might write weak
can give
We
I have notioed several writings relafor an animal, telling him the
right
I was
pointa in his own breeding and rest tive to loss of sheep by dogs.
the kind nature demands, and
assured that what he received would away three hours during one Sunday,
return that
our prices are right, too.
remedy the defects. A breeder should recently. I found upon my
1
feel that interest in the success of his one of my sheep was badly bitten.
the
favorite breed that would not allow him notified the seleotmon and kept
S.
I
hid
tc ever sell an animal to a customer un- sheep alive for their inspection.
had
Pleasant Street, South Paris.
less he honestly believed it would be a no question as to the dog, as he
chased my sheep before. 1 changed the
benefit to him.
OOOOOOOOOOOCh^OOOChXK
Tour tailor may sell you a coat with sheep to pasture near the house; the dog
shoddy for wool and a cotton warp and came again about a week after. I could
shoot
he has only got your money for a worth- not get at my gun qo'ck enough to
lees article, and lost a future customer. him. I followed him home and notified
on
But the breeder who sells you a worth- the owner I would shoot the dog
went to Richmond Corner
Λ11 kinds of Pulp Wood the com- less animal has not only robbed you in sight. I alio to another man I would
word
solicited. the present, but has done you a lasting and left
next time seen on my
ing year.
injnry in the future which you cannot shoot his dog the to
H. D. COLE,
raise sheep as sooo
am here
I
and
money place.
without great loss of time
I will try
Pond, Me.
overcome.—Cor. in New England Home- as I can get established, and
to extinguish a dog for every sheep lost.
stead.
i3fh, tgo^.
er
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Specialist
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Wanted.
Correspondence

April

Bryant*·

I

be constantly im-

The herd ahould
The effi jacy of blood in brood mares
and proved, whether dairy or beef oattle are
quite as noticeable as in the sires,
to pure-bred bulls.
always will make an important showing kept. Breed
An experienced man to bunch in
the offspring.
and
habits
dowels. Must be of good
Select your stock to suit general conand not to
give good reference.
Select seed potatoes from the most ditions and market demand·
your fancy. There are many
J. A. KENNEY,
productive hilla at digging time for next pleasebreed·.
good
season's
South Paria.

WANTED.

is

planting.

It was no chamois polishing. It was
a raking, scraping, rib bending rub, applied with ull the force in Hawkins'
sinewy arms. It sent the sluggish

help
they

diffl-1

Me.

Norway,

THK

advance)

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,
14 Main St.,

Thrashing

stripped blankets aud hood from the
wretched Bonfire, grubbed α bunch of
straw in either hand and begun to rub.

chance to size op your help. Some of
the boys will suddenly manifest symptoms of a severe cold, or succumb to an
on
nee
practical agricultural topic» attack of what they call indigestion; so
Correspond.
Aililreea all communications Id
Is solicited
it would never do to put them into the
tended for thl· department to HueΗ τ D.
Hammonu, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Dem- dust and dirt of the straw mow. Howocrat. Paris. Me.
ever, with commendable ambition they

MAIN*.

SOUTH PARI8,

For the Hired Man to Note.

AMONG THE FARMERS.

PARK,

01» in VerIn fact, save
colr^S"] ou a fancy stud farm—liU
[*or would have passed Tor sorrel.
Beini» a high l»re*l hackney and
the pick of Sir Ru dolph three-year-olds,
he was put down as a strawberry roan;
also he was the pride of Lochlynne.
"'Osses, women and the weather, sir,
ain't to be deluded on; but. barriu*
haccidcuts, that 'ere Bonfire '11 fetch
lis a rlb:«on if nuy does, sir." Hawkins, the stud groom, made this prophecy not In haste or out of hand, hut
as one who has a reputation to maintain and who speaks by the card.
So the word wa.· passed among the
undergrcoiiis and stable boys that Bouflre was the best of the Sir Bardolph
pet and that he was going to the <Jarden for the honor and profit of the

I

j

I

'η

οΓ

niont—anywhere.

blood pounding through every artery of
Bonfire's congested system, and It
made the perspiration ooze from the
red fuce of Hawkins.
At the end of forty minutes' work
Bonfire half believed he had been
But he bad stopped
skiuned alive.
trembling and he held up his head.
Next be saw Hawkins shaking sometiling in α thick, long necked bottle.
Suddenly two grooms held Bonfire's
Jaws apart while Hawkins poured a
liquid down his throat. It was flery
stuff tbat seemed to burn Its way, and
its immediate effect was to revive

Bonfire's appetite.
Hour after hour Hawkins worked
aud watched the son of Sir Bardolph,
and when the get ready bell sounded
be reuiurked:
"Now, biarst you, we'll eee If you're
goln' to go to heverlastin' smash in
the ring. Tommy, dig out a pair o'
them Lurs."
Not until be reached the tunbark did
Bonfire understand what burs were.

farm.

Well. Bonfire had come to the (Jardeu. He had been there two days. It

within a few hours of the time
when the hackneys were to take the
ring—and look at him! His eyes were
dull. Ills head was down, his nostrils
wept, his legs trembled.
About his stall was gathered a little
group of discouraged men and boys
who spoke in low tones and gazed
gloomily thror.-Ji the murky ntmoephere at the blanket swathed, hooded
figure that seemed about to collapse

the straw.
Έ ain't got 110 more life in Mm thau
"The Bel lair
a sick cat," said one.
folks will beat us 'oiler. Every one o'
their blooming hentrles is as fit as
fiddles."
"Ain't we worked on Mm for four
mortal hours?" demanded another.
"Wot more can we do?"
"Send for old 'Awklns an' tell 'lui;
"

dwelt within him.
In his stomach was a queer feeling
which he did not understand. In his
head was a dizziness which made him
wish that the stall would not move
about so. Mrcjiks or pain snot uiong
his backbone anil slid down his legs.
Ilot and cold flashes swept over his
body. For Bonfire had a bad case of
car sickness—a malady differing from
seasickness largely In name only—ulso
a well developed cold complicated by

Indigestion.
Tuned to the key, he hnd left the home
stables. Then they had led him iuto
that box on wheels and the trouble had
Men shouted, bells clanged,
begun.
nervous

whistles shrieked. Bonfire felt the box
start with a jerk, and thumping, rummove

some-

where off Into the night.
In an agony of apprehension, neck
stretched, eyes staring, ears pointed,

nostrils cjuiveriug, lege stiffened, Bon-

But of end
tire waited for the end.
there seemed to be none. Shock after
shock Bonlire withstood, and still found
himself waiting. What It all meant
There were
ht' could not guess.
been
that had
the other horses
the
into
box,
him
with
taken

placidly munching hay, others'
curiously about. There were

soi:e

•familiar grooms who talked sooth::.!y in his ear and patted his neck In
vain. The terror of this thing, this
being whirled noisily away In a box
had struck deep Into Bonfire's brain,
and he coiild not get it out. So he stood
for many hours, neither eating nor
sleeping, listening to the noises, feeling
the motion and trembling us one with
flfjue.

It was absurd for Bonfire
to go to pieces in that fashion. You can
«hip a Missouri Modoc around the
world and he will finish almost as
Round as he started. But Bonfire had
blood and breeding and a pedigree
which went back to Lady Alice of
burn Brae, Yorkshire.
His cottdom had been a sort of hot-

Of

course

house existence; for Lochlynne, you
know, Is the toy of a Pennsylvania
coal baron, who breeds hackneys, not
for profit, but for the joy there Is In It,
just as other men grow orchids and
build cup defenders. At the Lochlynne
stables they turn on the steam heat In
November. On rainy days you are exerclsed In a glass roofed tanbark ring,
and hour after hour you are handled
over deep straw to improve your action. You breathe outdoor air ouly In
high fenced grass paddocks around
which you are driven in surcingle rig
by a cockney groom Imported with the
pigskin saddles and British condition
powders. From the day your name is
u ritten
In the stud book until you
leave, you have balanced feed, all wool
blankets, fly nettings and coddling that
This Is the method that
never ceases.
rouuds you Into perfect hackney form.
All this had l>een done for Bonfire
and with apparent success, but a few
hours of railroad travel had left blm

a set of nerves as tensely strung
those of a high school girl on graduation day. That is why a draft of cold
air had chilled him to the bone; that Is
why, after reaching the Garden, he had
gone as limp as a cut rose at a ball.

with

as

«

«

Hawkins, who had jumped Into his
clothes and hurried to the scene from a
nearby hotel, behaved disappointingly.
He cursed no one. He did not even
kick a stable boy. He just peeled to
his undershirt and went to work. He

Scrofula

It very often

acquired,

though generally inherited.
Badhygien^foui air,impure

ride behind Topsy and Bouflre. They
were her horses, anyway. Sho would
do as she pleased. And she did.
Summer brought neither rest nor relief. Early In July horses, servants and
carriage would be shipped off to Newport or Saratoga, there to begin again
ihe unceasing whirl. And fly time to a
docktalled horse Is a season of tor-

ment.
Of Mrs. Jerry, who hod once roused
the Garden for his sake, Bontire caught
but glimpses. After that first day,
when he was a novelty, he heard no
more compliments, received no more
from her gloved hands. But of

pats

or neglect Bonfire knew nothing,
lie curvet! his neck and threw his hoofs
high, whether his muscles ached or no;
In winter he stamped to keep warm,
in summer to dislodge the flies; he did
his work faithfully, early or late, In
cold and In heat; and all this because
he was a son of Sir Bardolph and for
the reason that It was his nature to.
Ilad It been put upon him he would
have worked In harness until he
dropped, prancing his best to the last.

slight

At the end of forty minuteh' uurk Bonfire
half believed he had been skinned alive.

Thon as a relu was pulled be felt α
hundred sharp points pricking the sensitive skin arouud his mouth. With a
bound be leaped into tbe ring.

It was a very pretty sight presented
to the horse experts lining the rail and
to persons iu boxes and tier seats.
They saw a blockily built strawberry
roan, his chiseled neck arched in a
perfect crest, bis rigid thigh muscles
rippling under u shiny coat as he
swung bis hocks, bis slim forelegs
sweeping up and out, and every curve
of bis rounded body from the tip of
his absurd whisk broom tail to tbe
white snip on the end of his tossing
nose expressing that exuberance of
spirits, that jauuty abandon of motion which is tbe very apex of hackney
Behind him α short legged
style.
groom bounced through the air at tbe
end of tbe reins, keeping bis feet only
by meuus of most amazing strides.
It was a woman in one of the prome-

uade boxes, u young woman wearing a
stunning gown und a preposterous picture hat, who started tbe applause.
Her hand clapping was echoed all
around the rail, was taken up in the
boxes and finally woke a rattling
chorus from tbe crowded tiers above.
The three judges, men with whips and
long tailed coats, looked earnestly at

tbe strawberry

roan.

And when it was all over, after tbe
Judges bad ground and regrouped tho
entries, compared ligures and whispered in the ring center, out of sheer defiance to the preference of tbe si>ectators they gave the blue to a chestnut
filly with black points, at which the
tier seats hissed mightly. and tied a
red ribbon to Bonfire's bridle. Thereupon the strawi>erry roan pranced
daintily out of the arena.
Hardly had Bonfire's docked tall disappeared l>efore the woman in the
stunning gown turned eagerly to a
man beside ber und asked: "Can't I
have him, Jerry? He'll be such a perPlease,
fect cross mate for Topsy.

now."

To be sure Jerry grumbled some, but
inside of a quarter of an hour be bad
found Ilawkius and paid the price, a
price worthy of Sir Bardolph and
quite in keeping with Loclilynue reck-

onings.

"
Έ'β been car eick nil' show sick,"
said Hawkins warniugly, "an' it'll be a

rrrwul

turn

\vpi>k's

H

fort»

't>'«

lu

itable happened. Dan came one morning to Bonfire's stall, very sober and
very sad. He patted Bontire and eaid
good by. Then he disappeared.
tass than a week later two young
hackneys, plump of neck, round of
quarter, springy of knee and hock,
Bonfire
were brought to the stable.
and Topsy were led out of their old
stalls to return no more. They bad
been worn out in the service and cast
aside like a pair of old gloves.
Then did Bonfire enter upon a period
of existence In which box stalls, crested
quarter blankets, rubber tired
wheels and liveried drivers had no
part. It was a varied existence, filled
with toll aud hardship and abuse; an
existence for which the coddling one
gets at Lochlynne farm le no fit preparation.

ι

·

·

·

·

·

Just where Broadway crosses Sixth
avenue at Thirty-third street Is to be
found a dingy, triangular little park
plot In which a few gas stunted, smoke
stained trees make a brave attempt to
keep alive. On two sides of the trisurface cars whirl restlessly,
while overhead the elevated trains rattle and shriek. This part of the metropolis knows little difference between day and night, for the cars never cease, the arc lights blaze from dusk
until dawn aud the pavements are nev-

angle

wholly empty.
Locally the section Is sometimes called "the cabman's graveyard." During
any hour of the twenty-four you may
er

find waiting along the curb a line of
public carriages. By day you will
sometimes see smartly kept hansoms,
well groomed horses aud drivers In

neat livery.
But at night the character of the line
The carriages are mostly
changes.
one horse closed cabs, rickety as to
wheels, with torn and faded cushions,
license numlHîrs obscured by various
devices aud rate cards always miss-

ing. The horses are dilapidated, too,
and the drivers, whom you will generully find uoddlng on the box or sound
asleep Inside their cabs, harmonize
with their rigs.
These are the nlghthawkers of the
Tenderloin. The name Is not an as

Ι>Γ01)β1'

But you'll find 'im as
bit of 'ossflesh us you bever
owned, sir."
Nor \vu8 Hawkins wrong. When the
burs were takeu off anil the effect of
the (loses frotu the long necked bottle
had died out Bonfire looked anything
but a ribbon setter. Luckily Mr. Jerry
had a coachman who knew his busiDan was his name, County Anness.
He fed Bonllre
trim his birthplace.
hot mixtures, he rubbed, he nursed,
until he had coaxed the cold out and
had quieted the jangled nerves. Then

condition, sir.
neat h

ipmerislen Soil
Impoverished soil,

like

erished blood, needs

impov-

α

proper
fertilizer. A chemist by analyzing the soil can tell you what
fertilizer to use for different

products.

crisp December mornlug Bontlre,
If your blood is
once more In the pink of condition, was
hooked up with Topsy to the pole of a
what
your doctor will tell you
shining, rubber tired brougham and
and
it
fertilize
to
need
give
taken around to make the acquaintance you
one

of Mrs. Jerry.
"Oh, Isn't he α beauty, Dan?" squealed Mrs. Jerry delightedly as Bonfire
danced up to the curb. "Isn't he?"
·······

For three years Bonfire had been In

leather, and he had found the life far

different from the dull routine of cod-

impoverished

rich, red corpuscles that
are lacking in it. It may be you
need a tonic, but more likely you
need a concentrated fat food,
and fat is the element lacking
in your system.
it the

dling that he had known at the Lochlynne farm. There was little monotThere is no fat food that is
ony about It. for the Jerrys were no
so
easily digested and assimistay at homes. Of his oak finished sta-

ble, with Its sanded floors and plaited
straw stall mats, Bonfire saw almost
us tittle as did Mrs. Jerry of her white
t.ul gold rooms on the avenue.
In the morning it would be a trip
downtown, where Topsy and Bonfire
would wait before the big -stores,
watching the traffic and people, until
Mrs. Jerry roapi>eared. After luncheon they generally took her through
the park or up and down the avenue to
Iu the evenrfug
tens and receptions.
they were often harnessed agalu to
take Mr. and Mrs. Jerry to dinner,
Late at night they
theater or ball.
might be turned out to fetch them

lated

as

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil
It will nourish and strengthen
the body when milk and cream

Removes every trace
•croAdo. Get Hood's.

hue.
The horse, that seemed to lean on
rather tlinn stand In the patched shafts,
showed many well defined points and
but few curves. Ills tblu neck was
ewed, there were deep hollows over
tbe eyes, the number of bis ribs was
revealed with startling frankness, and
the sagging of one hind quarter betrayed a bad !eg. Ills bead be held In
spiritless fashion on a level with bis
knees. As If to add a note of irony, bis
tall bad been docked to tbe regulation
of absurd brevity and served only to
tag him as one fallen from a more reputable state.
Suddenly, up and across the Intersecting thoroughfares, with a sharp clatter of hoofs, rolled a smart closed

the box and go to warm himself in the glittering corner saloons,
and when he came back It would be
For Topsy and
the footman's turu.
Bonfire there was no such relief.
man on

For MiMéÉ of nbmHuHi ara Chilled, tired and hungry, they must
down
•wi fbr Book on ScroASa. No. I.
stamp and wait until at last, far
CI Hops Co, Law* Mm, the street, could be heard the shouting

Thcac arc Vie niahthawl'en» of the Tenderloin.

brougham. The dispirited bobtail looked up us a well nuited pair pranced
past. IVrhaps be noted their sleek
quarters, the glittering trappings ou
their backs and their gingery action.
As he dropped his bead again something very like a sigh escuped him. It
might have been regret, perhaps It was
cniy u touch of influenza.
The driver, too, saw the turnout and
gazed after it. But he did not sigh,
lie puffed away at his pipe as If en·

tirely satisfied with his lot. He was
still watching the brougham when α
came
surface ear
gliding swiftly
around a curve. There was u smash of
splintering wood und breaking glass.
The car nad struck the brougham α
battering

ram

blow, crushing

a

rear

wheel and snapping the steel axle at
the hub.
From somewhere or other a crowd of
curious persons appeared and circled
about to watch while the driver held
the plunging horses and the footman

hauled from the overturned curriage a
man and u woman In evening dress.
The couple sivmed unhurt und, although somewhat rumpled as to attire,

remarkably unconcerned.
"Keb, sir! Have u keb, sir?"
The niglithuwker was on the scene,
like u longshore wrecker, and waving
an inviting arm toward his shabby vehicle.
The man coolly restored to shape bis
misused opera hat, udjusted bis necktie, whispered some orders to his
couebmau und theu asked of the nighthawker, "Where's your carriage, my
man?"
Eagerly the green coated cabby led
the way until the rescued couple stood
The womau Inspected the
before it.
battered vehicle doubtfully before stepping Inside. The man eyed the sorry
nag for a moment and then said, with
a laugh: "Good frame you huve there.
Got the parts all numbered?"
But the nighthawker was not sensitive

The

Intimation that his horse

might fall apart lie answered ouly with
a good uutured chuckle and askeil,
"Where shall It be? Home, sir?"
"Why, ye», drive us to No."—
"Oh, we know the house well enough,
sir, Bonfire and me."
"Bonllre! Bonfire, did you «ay?" Incredulously the fare looked first at the

horse and then at the driver. "Why,
'pon my word, it's old I>an! And this
relic in the shafts is Bonfire, Is it?"
"Ifs him, sir; leastways, all there's

left of him."
"Well, I'll be banged! Kitty! Kitty!" he shouted Into the cab where ray
lady was nervously pulling her skirty
closer about her and snifling the tobacco laden atmosphere with evident
disapproval. "Here's Dan, our old

coachman."
"Really?"

was the unenthuslastic refrom the cab.
"Yes, and he's driving Bonfire. You
remember Bonfire, the hackney I
bought for you at the Garden the year

ply

married."
Why, how odd! But dc
come in, Jerry, and let's get on home.
I'm so-o-o-o tired."
Mr. Jerry stifled his sentiment and
Dan
shut the cab door with α bang.
pulled Bonfire's head Into position and
lightly laid the whip over the all too
Bonfire, his head tabobvious ribs.
bing ludicrously on his thin neck and
bis β tubby tall keeping time at the other end of blra, moved uncertainly up
the avenue at a Jerky hobble.
And there let us leave him. Poor old
we were

"Indeed!

Bonfire!

Bred to win a ribbon at the

Garden—ended as the drudge of
Tenderloin nlghtbawker.

a

fail to do it. Scott's Emulsion
is always the same; always
palatable and always bénéficiai
where the body is waiting from

B*anty of Clouda.
It Is not of first sight easy to say
why people so rarely give moro than
air
a passing glance to the realm of
above them. Is It because we cannot

S60TTI BOWIE

that we neglect the phenomena of the
sky? Tbcre above us, always ours for
a lift of the eyes, Is beaaty In endless
change for the contented mind and for
the restless one the challenge of the
ceaseless thaumaturgy which seems
little nearer being found out than
when the world began, and yet in comas
parison with such line· of research
or the
•re offered by cuckoo's eggs
the
"protective device·" of caterpillar·
be
region of the cloud· may be said to

consumption

Hood'sSarsapariUa
of

Itself was weamer beaten, acratched
and battered. Tbe driver, wbo sat balf
Inside and half outside tbe vehicle,
with his feet on tbe sidewalk and bis
back propped against tbe seat cushion,
puffed η short pipe and watched with
Indolent but discriminating eye those
He wore a coachman's
wbo passed.
coat of faded green wblcb seemed to
have acquired a stain for every button it bad lost. On his head sat Jauutily a rusty beaver, and his face, especially the nose, was of a rich crimson

rump a crease had appeared.
To Dan also came tribulation of his
own making. He carried a flat brown
flask under the box, and there were
times when his driving was more a
matter of muscular habit than of inental acnteness. Twice he was threatened with discharge and twice he solemnly promised reform. At last the Inev-

home.
any cause, either in children
What long, cold waits they had, or adulte.
line sometimes for hours,
water» are among its causes· standing in
their hoofs and shivering unstamping
We will tead you s temple free.
It is called "the soQ for der heavy blankets, for a stylish hacktubercles," and where it h ney. you know, must be kept closely
Be sure that this picweather.
tare in the form of a
•Bowed to remain tubercu- dipped, no matter whatInthe
label in on the wrapper
his big coat
even Dan, muffled
is Why,bearekiu
losis or
of every bottle of Emulshoulder cape, was half
and
sion you bay.
sure to take root. frozeu. But Dan could leave the foot-

pretty

curing one. hut It is suspected tbat It
lut h Ihmîii aptly Riven.
One bWk midnight In late Xoveml>er
a cab of thl« description waited In the
The cab
lee of tbe elevated stains.

and abandon which so pleased Mrs.
Jerry when she first saw him. Long
standing In the cold numbs the muscles. It robs the legs of their spring.
Stulden starts, such as are made when
you are called from line after an hour's
waiting, finish the business. Try as he
might, Bonfire could not step so high,
could not carry a perfect crest His
neck had lost Its roundness; In his

on

that's all."
A shudder seemed to shake the group
In the stall. It was clear that Mr. Hawkins would be displeased, and that his
displeasure was something to l>e dreaded. Bonfire, too, was seen to shudder,
but it was not from fear of Hawkins'
wrath. Little did Bonfire care Just then
for grooms, head or ordinary. He shuddered because of certain aches that

f the st"0!i7 lunged carriage caller.
.Vfcjii I)au pot !il« number they wore
quite ready for the homeward d ish.
It vas altogether too heavy work for
high bred hackneys, of course. Mr.
Jerry pointed this out, but to no me.
Mrs. Jei-ry asked pertinently what good
horses were if not to be used. No, she
wanted no livery team* Tor the night
work. When she rode she wished to

No supreme test, however, was ever
brought to the endurance and willingness of Bonfire. They Just kept him
muscles
on the pole, nerves tense,
strained, until he began to lose form.
His action no longer had that grace

was

bllng, jolting, swaying,
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bave a finger in this department of
the wonders of nature cannot net and
label anything In those blue fields, pin
it down on cork or fatten It in Canada
balsam; canuot here annihilate distance with eur ingenious instruments,
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SEWELL FOUD
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lONG,

fur too long, has the
story of Pasha, eon of ttellm,

remained uutold.
The tarent Bell m, you know,
was brought from fur across the seas,
wlu;re he had been sold for a heavy
purse by a venerable sheik, who tore
his beard during the bargain and
swore
by Allah that without Selirn
there would be for liiiu uo joy In life;
ïr-,

life' «1

also he had wept quite convincingly
Sellm's neck, but he finished by
taking the heavy purse. That was how
Sellm, the great Sellm, came to end
Of
his days In Fayette county, Ivy.
his many eons Pasha was one.
In almost Idyllic manner were spent
They
the years of Pasha's coltdoru.
were years of pasture roaming aud
When the time
blue grass cropping.
was lipe l»egau the hunting lessons.
Pasha came to know the feel of the
saddle and the voice of the hounds. lie
He
was taught the long, easy lope.
learned how to gather himself for a
on

POWDER

Absolutely Pur·

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.
»ακι»*ι »owb»>

co..

ww ron.

bin rib». Housed by pu In ami f right.
Pushu reared in α wild attempt to unseat tliis hateful rider. But Mure Clayton's knees seemed glued to Pasha'i
shoulders. Next Pasha tried to shake
hint off by sudden leaps, side bolt* ami

stiff legged jumps. These maneuvers
vicious jerks on the wicked
sail through the air over a hurdle or a brought
chain l>it that was cutting Pasha's tencould
he
when
water Jump.
Then,
der mouth sorrily aud more Jabs from
take five bars clean, when he could
In this wuy did
the little knives.
when
his
clear an eight foot ditch,
Pasliu fight until bis sides run with
wind was so sound that he could lead
blood and his brea«t was plastered
the chase from dawn until high noon,
thick with reddened foam.
he was sent to the stables of a VirIn the meantime he had covered
ginia tobacco planter who had need of
miles of road, and at last, along In the
a new hunter uud who could afford
cold gray of the morning, he was ridArab blood.
den Into a tield where were many tente
stables
Ouks
at
stalls
In the
Gray
and horses. Pasha was unsaddled aud
were many good hunters, but none betThis latter indigto α stake.
ter than Pasha. Cream white he was picketed
he was too much exhausted to refrom the tip of his splendid, yard long nity
was to stand,
His sent. All he could do
tall to his pink lipped muzzle.
with cold, trembling from
coat was as silk plush, his neck as shivering
nervous excitement, und wait for what
supple as a swan's, and out of his
was to happen next.
Insuch
looked
there
bright
eyes
big,
It seemed ages before anything did
him
half
one
that
expected
telligence
The beginning was a tripping
happen.
all
were
lines
long,
Ills
to speak.
blast. This was answered by
bugle
danced
he
when
graceful curves, aud
the voice of other bugles blown her·
daintily on his slender legs one could
In a moaud there about the tteld.
see the muscles flex under the delicate
ment men began to tumble out of the
skin.
white tents. They came by twos und
Miss Lou claimed Pasha for her very
threes aud dozens until the Held wui
at
one
uo
As
Gray
first
own at
sight.
full of them. Fires were built on the
at
all,
Ix)u
Oaks denied Miss
anything
and soon Pasha coujd scent
ground,
instant.
that
to her he belonged from
coffee boiling and bacon frying. Itl.ick
Of Miss Lou, Pasha appro veil thor
moving ulM»ut among tho
oughly. She knew that bridle reins boye began
horses with bay and oats aud water.
were for gentle guidance, not for sawOne of them rubbed Pasha hurriedly
lug or jerking, and that a riding crop
It was little
with a wisp of straw.
was of no use whutever save to unand rubbiug wltb
latch a gate or to cut at an unruly like the currying
com·» aud llunnel to which
houud. She knew how to rise on the brush and
was accustomed aud which he needhe
in
himself
lifted
Pasha
stirrup when
how sadly! Ills strainhis stride and how to settle close to ed Just then, oh,
stiffened so much that
the pigskin when his hoofs hit the ed muscles had
So
him pain.
ground. In other words, she had u every movement gavewith sweat
and
was his coat
good seat, which means as much to matted
foam aud mud that it seemed as If
the horse as it does to the rider.
skin were choked.
No paragon, however, was Pasha. half the pores of his
lie had cooled his parched throat
He hud a teui[>er. and his whims were
He with a long draft of somewhat mudas ninny as those of α schoolgirl.
had eaten only half
was particular as to who put on hi* dy water, but be
the
bridle, lie had notions concerning the of the armful of hay when again
bugles eouudt'd and Mars Clayton apmarner in which a currycomb should
Tightening the girths until
be used. A red ribbon or a bandanna peared.
tender
handkerchief put h!m in a ra^e, while they almost cut Into Pasha's
Into the saddle and
g;ve;i. the holy color of the Mohamme- skin, he jumped
A lively pull rode off to where a lot of big bluck
dan. ::oollie;l his nerves.
line. In
of hecks he had. and he knew how to horse.·» were being reined into
The black stable boys front of this line Pasha was whwe!ed.
u.-e his teeth.
once more,
ft/.i!id that out, and so did the stern lie heard the bugles sound
shout something to the
fact-1 man who was known as Mars heard his rider
felt the wlci.ed little
Clay;.hi. This Mars Clayton had rid- men lielilud,
in s;»Ite
den meha once, had ridden him as he knives in his sides and then,
Int.» a sharp
rode his big. ugly, hard bitted roan of aching legs, was forced
Although he knew It not,
hunter, and Pasha had not enjoyed gallop.
Hone cavthe ride. Still. Miss Lou and Pasha Pasha had joined the HIack
often rode out with Mars Clayton and alry.
The months that followed were to
the parrot nosed roan—that Is, they
Pasha one long, u ly drc.tm. Not that
did until the coming of Mr. I>ave,
and
In Mr. Dave, Pasha found a new he minded the hard riding by day
u ed to all
friend. From a far northern state was nluht. lu il e he liocame
could even endure the IrregMr. Dave. He had come lu a ►hip to that. He
ular feeding, the sleeping In the open
had
he
bought
ufter
but
tobacco,
buy
kinds of weather and the
his cargo he still stayed at Gray Ouks, during all
But the
of proper grooming.
lack
he
so
educutiou,"
Pasha's
"to complete
on the torture provoking
vicious
Jerks
said.
the flat sai»er blows ou
Many ways had Sir. Dave which cavalry bit,
the think which he not Infrequently
Pasha liked. He had a gentle manner
from his ill tempered master and,
of talking to you, of smooudug your got
above nil. the cruel digs of the spur
flanks and rubbing your ears, which
wheels these t!.!::;,'s he could not ungained your confidence aud made you
derstand. Such treatment be was sure
was
flrm
He
sure that he understood.
Mars Clayton lis
he did not merit.
ana sure 111 giving coiiiiiiuiiub, jvl bu
Rome
more and more.
to
hate
came
it
put Ion t in touching one tricks tliut
day. Pasha told himself, he would
was u pleasure to learn.
take vengeance with teeth and heels,
So almost before Pasha knew it he
even if lie «lied for it.
could stand on his hind legs, could stop
In the meantime he had learned the
around in a circle In time to a tunc
He came to know the
drill.
cavalry
do
could
and
whistled
which Mr. Pave
of each varying bugle call,
meaning
ever
horses
other things which few
from reveille, when one hegau to paw
learn to do. Ills chief accomplishment,
und stump for breakfast, to mournful
however, was to kneel on his forcle.·;*
taps, when llgltts went out und the
In the attitude of prayer. Λ long time
tents became dark and silent; also one
Mr.
hut
learn
this,
to
I'usha
It took
learned to slow from a gallop Into a
over
and
again,
by
Dave told him over
walk, when to wheel to the right or
word nnd sign, until ut last the son of
lo the left and when to start on the
the grout Sol I m could strike a pose
Jump as the Hrst notes of a charge
such as would have done credit to a were sounded. It was better to learn
Mecca plHrim.
the bugle calls, he found, than to wait
Muny a glorious gallop did Pasha for a Jerk on the bit or a prod from
and Miss Lou have while Mr. Dave the
spurs.
stayed at Ο ray Oaks, Dave riding tin
[TO 111·; CONTlML'tuU. J
with
Miss
that
Lou,
big bay gelding
to
ventured
nil her daring, had never
Th· Marvel· of Ι<Ι·Μ·.
mount. It was not all galloping,
When we hear of raya of light cap*·
though, for Pasha and the big bay
blc of achieving photography through
often walked for miles through the
a foot thickness of solid irou, of the
wood lane; side by side and very close
charting of the sky itself ou such ·
together, while Miss Lou and Mr. Dave
scale that a thousand million member·
could
How
talked.
they
talked, talked,
of the firmament can be recorded each
ever find so much to say to each othei
iu its appointed place, of the discovPasha wondered.
of something like the sense organs
ery
Dut at last Mr. Dave went away,
hnmau
of
knowledge on the roots,
and with his going ended good tline>
stems and leaves of plants; of the
for Pasha, at least for many months.
of diseases which decimate
There followed strange doings. There tracking
humanity to their obscure source lu the
was much excitement among the staof a parasite and of the procble boys, much riding about, day aud parasite
ess by which two patient and humble
nnd
Oaks
of
men
Gray
night, by the
scientists working upon α few grains
no hunting at all. One day the stables
of an element lu a mere secondary
were clenred of all horses save Pasha.
to revolutionize our
Of course Pasha knew that some- form managed
of the moet stupenthing unusual was going on, but what whole conception
dous forces of the physical world II
There
it was In.· could not g'iess.
seems Indeed a mystery that tlie apcan:·· a ! ime, however, when he fouu.l
petite for surprise and sensation should
Month: had passed
out ali about it.
turn aside from what the pursuit of
when late one night a hard breathing, truth can offer and prefer to regal·
fanm :;»loLt!ied, mud covered horse itself with the
petty products of trump·
•.va: rlt'.deu b.to t!je yard and take:·
Pall
ery, invention and ingenuity.
Pastable.
deserted
into the almost
Mall Gazette.
Mars
\ol«.v
of
harsh
sha heard the
da; ton swearing at the stable boys.
He Wonlde't Wskt.
t
Pallia heard his own nui.ie sp :koti au
last week Mr. Poladex·
One
evening
wantwas
guessed that it was Ire who
men, bad a remarkable
a
traveling
ter,
stable.
ed. Next came Miss Lou to the
dream. He seemed to be explortug an
"I'm very sorry," he hoard Mars
old and umisued attic in hta dwelling
Clayton say. "but I've got to get out of bouse.
Presently he uncovered an an*
than
more
not
are
Yanks
The
this.
lie opeued it and found It
chest.
cieut
Ave miles behind."
of gold and sliver.
full
of
care
him,
(rood
take
"But you'll
So stroug was the impression upon
won't you?" he heard Miss Lou ask
him that he realized at once the attar
eagerly.
of waking up.
Thereupon he
"Oil, yes, of course," replied Mars folly
slept on and continued to dream.—Chi—

Clayton carelessly.

A heavy saddle wns thrown on cago Tribune.
Pasha's back, the girths puûetl cruelly
An Eietitlos,
figlit, and la a r.;ome.it M::rs Clayton
"I never beard sucli a lot of foaaip.
was on his back.
They were barely
walls in that boarding house bava
clear of Gray Oak» driveway before The
Pasha felt something he had uever ears, haven't they?"
"Yes, everywhere except about th«
kuowu lief ore. It was us If some one
Baltimore American.
bad Jabbed a lot of little knives into dumb waiter."-
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Mrs. H. R. Batcheller, who has been
(or some weeks st her home et Washington, Ν. H., returned Thursday, accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Pierce,
who will be at Elmhurst for some time.

The annual meeting of the Univera-

alist Ladies' Circle was adjourned until
Tuesday afternoon of this week, at 2:30,
with Mr*. Scribner. At that time there
will be an apron sale, and a good opportunity to procure good aprons st low

Slagle Copie» of the Democrat are tour cents | prices.
each. They will be malleri on receipt of price by
Mr. Jonathan Philbrick of Guildhall,
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
the past week in Paris visitjtugle copies of each Issue have been placed on Vt., spent
:
sale at the following place· In the County
ing at H. B. Eastman's and at J. B.
Brook»' Drug Store.
South Parla,
Cole's.
.8 hurt le (Γ a Drue StoreThe Paris Hill School Improvement
Ν eyes' Drug Store.
Norway,
had a Hag raising at the school
Stone's Drug Store.
League
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
The
Buckfleld,
house last Monday afternoon.
A. T. Lewis, Insurance Oflce.
Prvcburg.
handsome new flag given
by Mrs.
Mi*. Harlow. Poet Οβοβ.
Pari* lltlk.
Samuel T. While.
Mathewson was presented in her behalf
West Paris.
with a brief address to the scholars by
George M. Atwood.
The fall term of school closed Friday
Coming Events.
and Miss Stearns entertained her pupils
her home
Nor. 13.14. IS —Annual meeting and exhibition with a very enjoyable party at
of Maine State P.. m jlogical Society, Uarrl
evening.
Friday
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer returnNov. i9.—Thanksgiving.
ed last week from their wedding trip and
ΙΚχ·. 4.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Paris.
De<. 11, 14, 13.—Annual exhibition of Maine are stopping at Elmhurst for a few days
State Poultry Association. Portland.
while fitting up their home.
At a meeting of the directora of the
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Paris Hill Water Company Friday evening a dividend of four per cent was deMany a Man.
clared, payable to the stockholders at
Real Estate Bought and Sold.

Thanksgiving.
Tilt GOVfeKNOK'N PROCLAMATION.
As the close of the jear approaches, the mind
turns to the observance of the !«st and oldest of
NtwEng'anri customs, T'iank-glvlcg. Bylaw
It celebrates
a holiday. It Is In spirit a festival.
the bounties of nature an I the reward^ of toll,
arouses sentiments of gratitude for the blessings
vouchsafed our»tat<*
of peaie and pr
and nation, quickens the desire to lessen the
and need v. an I above
unfortunate
burdens ofthe
all else li.cdnes tb·· heart to a reverent acknowldivine
favors He has
the
for
to
God
edgment
bestowed upon His people. Therefore, il, William T. Cobb, Governor of the State of Maine, do
hereby designate Thursday, November iwentvntnlh. Instant. Thanksgiving Day. and ask the
sons and daughters of Maine to honor the day
and Its meaning, anil heedful of the year's ills
appointments as well aa of its achievements to
resolve ηικ·η a course of conduct tnat shall
Individual happiness and public well-

-ρ..-ritv

promise

Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta
this eighth day of November In the year of our
Lord one thousand nln·» hundred and six and
of the Independence of the Cnlteri States of
America the one hundred and thirty 0r*t.
William T. Comb
By the Governor, with the advice auri consent of
the Council.
Biiox Βοτi>.
Secretary of State.

The Elections of Last Tuesday.
Elections for members of congress and
■tare officers were held last Tuesday in
forty-two states. The result in general
atrrees pretty well with the expectations
not
and predictions, and there were
This is not saying that
many surprises.
all the results satisfied
everybody's
claims, for that would b« impossible,
but in general the outcome was what
reasonable men had expected.
were
Gains of several congressmen
made in different states by the Democrats. and this was not
unexpected.
However, the gains were not, as some
to
sufficient
had predicted,
put the house
into the bands of the Democrats. The
present large Republican majority of 112
is cut down to about 58, but that is a
good working majority, and the assurance is thus had that the policy of
President Roosevelt will be continued by
a congress Republican in both branches
during the second half of his term.
Perhaps the one most significant and
satisfying result of the day's work is the
nnuhaa

ac

crnwornnr

of New York over William R. Hearst,
though the vote on the rest of the state
The plurality
ticket was very close.
wax the dangerously narrow one of only
a little over
50,000, but 'twill serve.
The election of Hearst would have been
to
a calamity, leading
consequences
which could not be viewed except with
concern.
the gravest
In Massachusetts, where interest in
the contest was second only to that in
New York, Governor Curtis Guild is reelected by a plurality of between 31,000
and '52,000 over the eccentric though
courageous John B. Moran. who was the
candidate of three parties and fought the
campaign on the issue of his own per-

sonality.

Gompers, who started out with such a
Hourish of trumpets to defeat the congressmen who did not meet his ideas,
seems to have had about the same success in the rest of the country that he
did in Maine, where he is credited by
both parties with increasing Mr. Littletield's vote. Speaker Cannon, who incurred Mr. Gompers' hostility, is reelected by the UKual 15,000 plurality, and
if there is anywhere any effect of the
labor leader's efforts, it is not apparent
where it can be.
here and There.
abnormal growth known as
Shiloh, on a saud hill in Durham, is just
Recent
now undergoing investigation.
developments in connection with it have
caused the sending of great numbers of
petitions to Governor Cobb for the investigation of it, and a bearing will be
held before the governor and council on
Thursday of this week, when County
Attorney Crockett of Androscoggin
County will report on the results of a
recent visit to Shiloh, and all who desire
may have an opportunity to appearand
have their say. A rather peculiar thing
is the divergent accounts of the different
investigators who havo visited the place
of late. One agent of the long named
society finds the cattle in good condition,
and another goes there and finds them
tilthy and uncared for, with a short supply of feed. Reporters go there and
write their story of the visit in a very
cheerful vein; others go there and come
away satisfied that there is something
wrong about the life of the place.
Whatever the outcome may be, the general public will probably believe that
there is a foundation of truth for the
somewhat hysterical stories of suffering,
privation and tyranny told by former
members of the colony, and that in any
condition it is an unwholesome affair,
which in its aggregate effect can not be
otherwise than detrimental to the welfare of the community. The greatest
mystery about the place is the power
which Sandford has over those people,
whether preseut or absent.
That

Ne wry.
The measles are very prevalent on this
river; some of the victims have been
very sick.
At present W. B. Wight of North
Newry has them and pneumonia also.
He is a very sick man. Dr. Twaddle of
Bethel attends him.
Dennis Kilgore is sick, and Mrs. Mary
Baker als<>. She is suffering exceedingly wirh facial neuralgia, which has been
troubling her for many years.
The bay pressera have been in town
pressing hay. J. S. Allen has sold his
He has sold his apto M. L. Thurston.
ples to Eli Stearns.
Oxford.

< «0.

M., a chioken pie
lition of other numerous good things
will be served in Good WIU Hall. Price
In the even>f supper tickets 20 cents.
ing a free entertainment will be given
insisting of songe, instrumental music,
»tc. Further particulars next week.
Mr. Samuel Evans, a young n»n from
Belfast, Ireland, has accepted the united
sail of the Free Baptist church of this
place and the Baptist church at North
Paris, and will have charge of these two
shurchee, and will bold regular preaching services every Sunday here, includp.

ing praise and prayer meetings on Sabiwth evenings. Mr. Evans is a licensed
preacher in his own country, which give·
the same privileges as an ordained minister

I Massachusetts.
H. Bates was happily surprised I Miss Ethel Ford

The grammar school closes this week.
Mrs. C.

last week.
absence from home her

one

evening

During
husband,

a dramatic company and will I Dell Cole's.
Mrs. E. A. Cooper of New Orleans is
present the five-act drama "Tony, the
Convict" at Dunham's Hall on Wednes- boarding at Dudley Cottage.
There will be a box supper at Grange
day evening of this week, Nov. 14. Tho
evening, Nov. 13th.
play has a cast of eleven characters. Hall, Tuesday
Lawson W. Cole is having a new chimAdmission 15 cents. There will be a
ney built. John Foster is doing the
dance after the play.
work. Tbe chimney at the Baptist
church is also being rebuilt.
Mrs. 0. A. Bird had a serious surgical I
A good delegation from Franklin
operation performed by Dr. Oakes of Grange attended Pomona at Gilead,
Auburn, assisted by D's. Barker, Brad- Nov. 6th.
bury and Bartlett of Norway, last MonSpecial town meeting Saturday, Nov.
day for the removal of a tumor. Mrs. 10, to see what the town will do in
a
trained
bas
well.
She
Bird is doing
regard to certain road and pauper matnurse and is at tbe home of her sister, ters.
Dr. I
Mrs. E. A. Record, in Norway.
Eugene Haynes of Milton is doing»carBradbury is attending her.
penter work on Chase's printing office.
The spool mill is running again with
Buckfield.
the proepect of plenty of orders.
Mr. Ε. M. Atwood is making rapid
John Howe is laying an aqueduct and
progress on his new factory, employing will have running water in his house
alis
The
men.
building
six and eight
and Btable.
ready closed in and before many weeks
Dickvale.
the machinery will be put in place.
Mrs. Lucy A. Skiliings, for sixteen
Mrs. Wesley Wyman is ill. though betyears the faithful housekeeper of Mr. ter at this writing. Mrs. Ida Putnam is
Hampden Allen, now 84 years old, left caring for her daughter, Mrs. Wesley

formed

absent'

Scholars

*iî*rt2;M™Jî,wen'

Eunice M· Gowell,
Alton F. Thomas, Edfth N. Littlehale,
Etta M. Hollis, Lorenzo E. Littlehale
Zilpha E. Porter.

week with her sisters in Lewiston.
Mrs. Sidney S. Hall and two children
KXKKC1SB8:
have returned from a visit in North Son*, America
School
H.
X.
and
Twin
Mountain,
Conway
Harold
Nov.
3d,
afternoon,
Saturday
Recitation, Tommy on the School Question,
Howe, aged 13, son of Paul Howe, who
Lorenzo Littlehale.
.T
It,
LoU Ho1»··
lives near the Norway line, was shot in
Bar! Hollla
the left shoulder by a ten-year-old boy, Recitation, Good Company,
Leave· fall,
When
the
Bright
Recitation,
Louie Cox, son of Linwood Coz, who
W lima Littlehale.
Keith Field
lives just over the line in Norway. The Recitation, The R» moral,
Bock.
Jam
at
The
Gerry
arm was so shattered it had to be ampu- Recitation,
the
to
be
is
tated. It
shooting Dialogue. The Comlne Woman...
hoped
was accidental, and we understand Mr.
Recitation, Opportunity and Johnny,
and Mrs. Howe think it was.
Recitation. Look Pleaaant
Samuel Patterson and Silas White and
Wm. Llttlehih·:
®°ηβ
Alberta Elwell
wife bave moved to the Blackguard
JJe»ay, The Mooac Λ
Can Do· Alton Thomas!
District, where the men are working for
Π®/
lBex Klwe"·
Λ>1"
Ed Emerson.
Mrs. George H. Keene is at Norway

Œ:

SSKVl™

.?!^ren g?ri·.'

.^Kdîth Vevrri*

5eci.Ui!on·

for a time

receiving medical attendance.

Quite a number attended W. K. HamMeeting" at Grange Hall,
South Waterford, Wednesday. An interesting and profitable time reported.
lin's "Patrons'

Eaat Sumner.
Dr. C. M. Bisbeeof Kumford Falls was
in town last Wednesday to see S. A.
Oldham, who is quite feeble.
Abel S. Heald, who has been a great
sufferer of late, has not been quite as
comfortable. A Mrs. Mooney, a nurse
from West Paris, is assisting in the care
of him.
Charles B. Bonney is qnite feeble from
rheumatic and heart trouble.
Fifty-five years ago a heavy fall of
snow came on Nov. 10th making permanent sledding for the winter. The first
snow fall of that season was on Oct. 87,
which made sledding for a few days, but
mostly went off.
Samuel Heald of Paris has been la
town a few days vlaiting relative·. He
has lived near South Paris moat of the
time for the past 18 years.

Indomitable» Peary! or should it be
Incorrigible Peary '.' He has penetrated
about thirty-five miles farther than ever
did any other man intotbat mystic circle
around the North Pole, and was within
little more than 200 miles of the pole
Itself, when forced to turn back. And
yet he is not satisfied. When he left on
this voyage, it was positively to be his
last attempt. Fifty-two years old, and
with part of one foot gone, he ia not
coming home to rest on his laurels, but
cables that he is "returning this year for
additional supplies and for repairs."
The fever is past healing, and he evidently means to go back and try it again.
Well, every man who has red blood in
bis vein·and delights in doing thing* will
appreciate his feelings and glory in bis
zeal. But after all, suppose he doe·
reach the pole. How much will he add
Mr. Wm C. Ordway has returned
to the sum of human
knowledge, or
wife.
benefit the race* Is the game worth the home with hia newly married
Mr. Dudley Perkins and wifa ars visitcost?
ing friends in Mechanic Fails.
Mr. Augustine Iogalls la putting η
week'·
of
laat
feature
One unexplained
j new coat of ahiagles on his buildings.
election· is that a county in Aiabnan
Mrs. Geo. A. Hill was a visitor at Mr.
went Republican.
and Mrs. A. W. Belcher's last weak.
Mr. Wella la about ready to aarame
The Thaw trial in New York will not 1 work in his new blacksmith shop.
The body of Mr. Id Wales was
begin before January, so we shall have
Cross Medford, Ml·, hat Monan interval of quiet, at least aa regarda brought
day and buried In the tastily lot.
that isn—tion.

returned from Wash-

her burn last week.
Mr. I Mrs. Florence Rounds of

Waterford,
visited Jefferson ChapBates, bad a piano moved into their district deputy, 9th.
house, which he had recently purchased I ter, Ο. E. S., Nov.
Mrs. Ella Cummings of Dorchester
for her.
are visiting at
Some of the Greenwood people have I and her little grandchild

Curtis, teacher.

Miss Elsie V. Sanderson spent last

A man

giving

Seaberg,
committed ani-

the name of C.

igedSO, of Harrington,
:ide at Bangor Sunday, at the houae of a
friend, by outting hia throat. He waa
mentally unbalanced. He leave· a wife
in Harrington, and hia mother and sister realde in Brockton, Mau.
Michael McDonough of Portland fell
1 lied at his home
into the hold of the schooner William C.
:en days Mr. Penley had been suffering
strikingon
' :rom an attack of measles, which termi- Carnegie Monday morning,
and waa killed.
nated in bronchial pneumonia. Mr. the soft coal In the hold,
as a
be was
Penley succeeded his father in tbe meat &.t the time was aboutemployed
60 years of age
business nearly thirty years ago and iboveler. He
and six children.
jontinued in the same up to the time of ind leaves a widow
tils death. He leaves a widow, and alH.
William
Daggett, aged 35 years,
though no children had come into the died Thursday at Rookland from injuries
borne Mr. and Mrs. Penley have opened received while riding on a Limerock
their home and hearts to those who had Railroad train. While atanding on a
bo parents, who will mourn the loss not
platform car, Mr. Daggett waa atruck by
inly of a friend bot one who has been the arm of an elevator cloae to the track
devoted father to tbem. Mr. Penley and waa knocked off the car and over a
has been a part of the business life of trestle. He leaves a family.
Bethel for many years and will be much
The atate aaaeasora aay that the remissed. Funeral servioes were held at
aaaeaaora show the
bis late home Friday afternoon, Rev. C. porta of the local
The lovely largeat increase in valuation throughout
tf. GI easo π officiating.
since tbe board
Sowers were a beautiful tribute from the state for one year
Increased values of
those who will long cherish his memory. waa organized.
noticeable.
are especially
Mr. John Swan has a new house well real estate
ia eloquently indicative of
under way on the new street which was The advance
of the people.
ipened last summer, but will not plaster the general prosperity

Mrs. W T. Chapman attended the
national convention of the W. C. T. U.
at nartford.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keene received
their friends on Saturday evening. A
Refreshlarge number were present.
ments of ice cream, cake, fancy biscuits
home Wednesday for Saco where she
served.
and coffee were
the month of November with
Mr. and Mrs. Sturtevant of Auburn will spend
relatives, returning after Thanksgiving.
were in tuwn on Saturday to attend the
Mrs Charles Prince has been visiting
wedding reception of Mr. and Mrs.
the past three weeks her children in
Waterville and Madison. DurWendell Linnell and Wilfred Perkins Portland,
ing her absence Mrs. Anna Buck is lookhave been packing apples.
affairs of her home.
Kev. Mr. Newport has returned from ing after tbe
Mr. I. W. Shaw, who a few months
Vermont.
lost his wife by death, has recently
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle ago
the services of Mrs. Teague as
will meet with Mrs. John Elden Wed- secured
Mr. Shaw has been in imhousekeeper.
nesday.
paired health since the death of his wife,
but at present he is improving.
Mason.
Thursday afternoon Rev. A. W. Pottle
School begins Monday, the 12tb, Mrs.
left home to visit his brother in LewisΓ Uvia f
Varlf fΑΟιΛ))Ar
ton, and also to visit Bowdoinham where
Ernest Hutchinson of Massachusetts, Ke «■ i»all«i tn Attend to some business
are
a
and
of
friend,
Mason,
formerly
interests, returning borne early Saturvisiting friends and relatives in town day.
fora few days.
Rev. H. A. Markley, pastor of the
Ervin Hutchinson cut his foot quite
Universalist church at Turner Centre,
badly Monday.
was on exchange Sunday with Rev. A.
A. G. I.ovejoy of Norway came to W.
Pottle, preaching at East Buckfield
town the 7th.
the morning, and at the village In the
He in
Austin Hutchinson is in town.
afternoon.
brought up a nice pig.
Mr. Dexter W. Bridgham of Boston
Ervin Hutchinson is loading part of a waa in town this week visiting his brothcar of pigs for E. W. Penley of Auburn.
er and eister.
Ervin Hu?cbinson bought a horse of
The ladies of East Hebron Grange
Charles Connor of Albany, the 6th.
a drama Friday evening at Nezingave
a
on
job
Ε. H. Morrill is doing quite
scot Hall to a well filled house.
and
buildfloors
his house, laying new
For two and one-half hours Wednesing new chiinueys and reshingling the day evening in Odd Fellows' HaH fun
ell.
and frolic was furnished to the crowd
Addison Brown wa* in town the 8th.
present by the Globe Concert Company, j
Mr. W. C. Allen is in Boston this week
Mebron.
on business.
The golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs.
Ezra Marshall which was celebrated last
North Stoneham.
week at their home was a very pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton have gone
and
friends
of
a
affair. Quite
company
to Bridgton on a visit. James Vance of
relatives were present. Letters were Lovell is
staying with Wm. Gammon
read from absent relatives and remarks while
they are away.
also
and
other
friends,
Crane
Dr.
Kev.
by
Kate Adams has gone to Lovell Center
singing by all. and a song by their little to work for Edwin Meserve.
was
There
Marshall.
Ethel
grandchild,
Ella Sawyer is at home.
a poem by Mrs Delia Keene Leach, anPerley Adams and daughter Thankful
Mr. and Mrs.
other granddaughter.
visited his parents, Mr.
Fred from Albany
bad
Marshall
many presents.
and Mrs. Sylvester Adams, Saturday.
for
dowers
beautiful
Marshall brought
Perley and his brother Ralph each shot a
the occasion. Refreshments were serv- deer
Saturday.
ed. All euj<>yed the day and left their
Wm. Adams has had a bouse full of
best wishes with Mr. and Mrs. Marshall. boarders this fall but
they have not
Mr. Drew Thompson and Miss Fannie
been very successful in capturing deer.
Thompson of Auburn have been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Porter
at H. K. S'earns'.
North Paris.
Stearns of South Paris have also been
Tuell school closed Nov. 3, Edna E.
there for a few days.
not
Eaat Waterford.

leveral steamship lines to Batn, Charlea
N. Morae baa aided hia native city in the
some $20,ray of tazea to the extent of

■

supper with the ad-

Wvman.
S. B. Wade, Jr., is painting Charles
Andrews' buildings.
D. L. Chenery has reshingled a part of
his barn and the front side of his stable.
Mrs. 0. C. Allen of South Paris is
here visiting her daughter, Mrs. David

Chenery.

C. L. Mathews has traded some of his
for a pair of oxen, and sold his
horses.
Cleston Knox shot a 5-point buck last
Saturday and sent the head to Ike Shaw
to be mounted.

cows

u>.

nhnliu Kppn nnitA

T»no UiuVtoA

the gain.
Ernest Andrews' little daughter has
been quite ill, but ie now better.
Wm. Gordon has the poles set from
bis house to the main line.
Mrs. Wm. Wyman is stopping with
her sister, Mrs. Josie Wing.

ill, is

on

Norway

Lake.

Norway Lake Woman's Club had their

annual supper and gentlemen's night
Not. 8th at the home of the president,
Mrs. Christine Stephens. There were
between 80 and 90 people present. The
next meeting of the club will be Nov.
14th, with Mrs. Mary Mills.
Myron Richardson of Denmark is stopping at A. D. Kilgore's.
Mrs. John Smith of Chester, Ν. Π., is
visiting her sister, Mrs. J. M. Wood.
Some one is visiting hen houses round
this way and their poultry is diminishing in numbers.
Wilson's Mills.

J. P. Uart and his mother, Mrs. W.
B. Hart, have gone on a visit to friends
and relatives at Waterford and OtUfleld.
W. 11. Hart and bis son Leslie have a

Stanley automobile.
Geo. Naeon has purchased a buckboard
automobile.

C. I. Wilson has gone to work with
his oxen for W. W. Linnell.
A. W. Hart is taking the game warden's place in the back woods. The
game warden was called home by sickness in hie family.
D. C. Bennett and S. W. Bennett have
each brought in a deer after a deal of

hunting.
Leon

Bennett

and

L. H.

hunting Saturday without

Coy

went

success.

Barn Burned at Roxbury.
The barn owned by John Reed at
Roxbury was burned to the ground at δ

o'clock Wednesday morning.

The conflagration was first seen by
the nearest neighbor who lived about a
He at once aroused his
mile away.
neighbors who hurried to the scene of

conflagration.

neighbors.
spreading.

the United States, Cuba and Mexico.

old,

of
years
Wiggin,
Charles Wiggin of Hodgdon, a town six
miles from Houlton, was shot and killed
in that place Monday. Toung Wiggin
and Roy Taylor, a companion, were playing "Wild West," and were shooting at
bottles and tin cans thrown in the air.
As Taylor aimed at a can the other lad
run in front of him and was struck by
the bullet. He died shortly afterwards.
Alvin

14

son

nmredJP^>re'

SÎvCÎÎPo'v
J***

especially

asfwi0-

doctrine is connected with the belief
that there will come a saviour or mensiah, called the Baoshyant—Α. V. Williams Jackson In Century.
Blind From Birth.

It would be of great Interest to know
how much Helen Keller, losing her
sight at nineteen months, really retained of the seuse of sight With Laura
Bridgman, a woman of much less Intellect, there was evidently little or
nothing left, even as a memory. With

tendance.

Bar Harbor's new temple of music,
which is nearing completion, bears a
close resemblance to the old Greek
temples with their many pillars. It is
finished in white stucco, with a redtiled roof, and all tbe lighting will
come from the top, after the manner of
the ancient Greek shrines. The walls
and ceiling of tbe stage will be constructed un tbe same principles as
tbe sounding boards of the stages in
German music balls. Tbe tile roof will
be made of special tiling of Venetian
red made especially for this building.
Tbe outside of the edifice will be of
roughest plaster, while the interior
finish will bo of Michigan pine. Tbe
pillars will be tbe largest wooden colThere is a
umns ever turned in Maine.
large loggia on tbe front of the building, and on either side of this will be
two largo panels in which will be placed
plaster casts from tbe Parthenon frieze,
which will be specially imported from
Paris. Tbe building is located near
Kebo golf links, in a beautifnl grove of
trees. The hall will bave a seating
capacity of 380.

to

BUY YOUR HORSE A

J rell.

Mi-o-na will give anch strength and
| one to the whole digestive system that
rou can eat anything at any time with! »ut fear of distress or indigestion.
P. A. Shurt'.eff A Co. have so much
I aitb in its superior merits, that they
cent box
' five a guarantee with every 50
>f Mi-o-na that the remedy will cost
| lothing unless it cures.

the strongest and fit the hone better than
Because they
I have a
than any other.
any other make and coat no more
blankets in all sizes and
famous
the
of
assortment
5-A
large
are

grades.

<

the matter of
EDO Alt It. IIA

of Maine

:

hall, of Rumford, in the Coun-

EDGAR
ty of CHfonl, And State of Maine, In said
the 11th
District, res|tectfully represents that
B.

FAVOR, imffflH"»"»
Maine.

I AM ES Ν.

the oue with which he was familiar
was a!>oiit :· ruau who was going to l»e
lunged aud was asked whether he had
any last request to make and said he
would like to have a dozen hot crumpets. very buttery, because he had never dared to oat more than one before.

rowed from
Ad

an

old Celtic book.

lay of Nov., last paat, be was dnly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Conzress relating to
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
Us property and rights of property, and has fully
somplled with all the requirements of aald Acts
ind of the orders of Court touching his bankruptcy.
wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed j
by the Court to have a full dlscha-ge from all
lebts provable against bis estate under said |
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex-.
septed by (aw from such discharge.
Dated this 31ft day of October. A. D. 1906.
EDO Α Β Β. HALL, BankruptOrder of Notice Thereon

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD
If yon want to SELL your FARM, WOOD or TIMBER LOT, or any otLer
kind of REAL ESTATE, situated within the State of Maine, or want to BUY any

ESTATE, I can fill your requirement*. It coat· the buyer nothing.
I can «ave you money.
It coat· the aeller nothing unleaa I sell your property.
full
I
will
and
particulars.
give you
(Vrite or telephone me

HAZEN'S FARM AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY,
Oxford, Maine.

BLUE 8TORE8.
Reasons

Why You Should Buy

Your Fur Coat of Us.

District or Maihe, ss.
On this 10th day of Nov., A. D. 1906, on reading
th« foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the C >urt, that a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the 30th day of Nov..
1906, before said Court at Portlsnd, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon : and that nolice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
be granted.
prarerof said petitioner should not
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petiUon and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

we carry a
large
100 coats. Variety
About
assortment.
is worth something to you, isn't it?

Reason One—Because

Reason Two—Our coats are manufactured
by old reliable firms, those we have
dealt with each season, so we know
what

stated.

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 10th day of Nov
A. D. 1006.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. s.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: J VMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

Two

you to have
made

nesses

one

and

pair of double

one

work har-

see

running order and
bargain. Inquire of

"Poor woman!" sighed the prison visitor to the convicted murderess. "Does
not the thought of your impending
doom cause your mind to revert to the
days of your innocent childhood? Do
you not wish you could l>e playing
again as you did then"—
"Why. yes." replied the poor woman.
"I would like to skip the rope."—Phllttdelphia Press.
HI· Iletort.

Laird—Well, Sandy, you are getting
Why don't you stand
very bent.
straight up like me, man? Sandy—
Eh, mon, do you see that field o' corn
Laird—I do.
Sandy—
over there?
Weel, ye'II notice that the full behls
hang down and the empty ones stand

up.—Glasgow

News.

Economical.
"Mother said she thought you were
extravagant, Tom, but I proved you
not"
"You darling!

were

How

did

that?"

you

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.
REDUCED BATE*:
Fare Portland to Boiten

Stateroom

$1.00
$1.00

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17,

lines.

rates

always

as

low as other

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of thia Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.

General Agent,
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
A. H. HANSCOM, G. P. and Τ. Α.,
Boston, Mass.

DON'T
SWEAR!
at your fountain pen if it
sweats and blots and

DON'T
by jerks.
««KICK" if you dirty
your bands when filling
old mediGet

The Crocker
Fountain Pen
"You Blow It to Fill It"
No unclean
needed.

vqiiirt

gun

You Blow It to Empty It
Change the inks at any
time.

do

"Told her you were with me two
kissed me

wot a miser Is? A
denies hisself the necessaries of life
when he has the money to buy 'em.
Weary Watklne—Oh, I have met some

of them fellers. But I fought they
called thelrselves Prohibitionists.—Indianapolis Journal.

Fallr Veined Then.
"We never realize the full value of
• thing until we lose it," remarked the
man who was fond of moralizing.
"That'· right." replied the practical
man, "especially If the thing lost was

Blow a Utile water in
and out.
YOU DON'T BLOW IT

TO SELL IT

There's no need to.
It sells itself and every
is a satisfied

purchaser

Carriage Work.
Wood, Iron and Painting.

Plows and

repairs constantly

Also all kinds of work
ed to by

usually

Carriage

work

by
Ε.

H.

Foundry work by
MELLEN
Carriage

and ornamental

done at

a

CUMMINGS.

J.

painting by
A.

RECORD.

CUnniNGS nANUFACTURING CO.
at the

Foundry and Agricultural Works,
SOUTH PARI5, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

F. C. Merrill

W.L. DOUGLAS
"NI0N$3 5Q

youdoitt

ADE

IKED TO PAY
HIGH PRICES
FOR SHOES
AMY LONGER.

ΑΧΌ MBHHM TU

Every department written by specialists, the
highest authorities in their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with it
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.
INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO

WISH TO

KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES.
Slagls Bibaerlptloa, $1.60;
Two Satecriptloas, $1.601
Five Bnbeerlptleas, $$.!·.

FOR .MEN

W. L. Douglas $3.50
shoes have a world-wide
reputation. For over 29
sold
'years they have been
in every country on th·
globe, and bave continually
proven their excellent style,
easy fitting and superior wearing

qualities.

Millions of people
have come to know
by actual experience
that they represent
greater Intrinsic
vclue than any
other shoe on
the market. W. L.

Douglas guarantees

their value by stamping his name and the

price

on

knows In advance that

the bottom.

purchaser of W. L.
Douglas $3.50 shoes
such shoes are exactly as
The

represented. They are made of the best selected
materials by contented and well paid workmen,
who take pride in their work and are glad to
make the shoes just as good as they know

fut Ctlor

how to make them.
la addition to the Infinite care which attends
every detail of the making, there is a system
of Inspection which makes it impossible for
imperfect shoes to get out of the factory. If
you really want the very best shoes obtainable—select W. L. Douglas $3.50 ahoes the
next time you buy.
SOLD

Cythltu

II

not turn

truiy.

BY

J. F. PLUMMER,
Clothier and Furnisher,

SPECIMEN C0PIE8

will be mailed free on request It wfl] pay anybody Interested In any way In country life to
seodfortbem. Address the publishers :

^J.—

SHOES

THE
1831
COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN
Leadini Agricultural Journal of tie World.

will be attend

carpenter's shop

MARSHALL·.

JULIUS

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

NEWSpaper,

of all kinds made to order.

MUZZY.

F.

H.

Castings

hand.

on

John Pierce,

The ONLY Agricultural

Norway.

)

ready to do all kinds of

FOR SALE BY

Four Month? Trial Drip 50 cent».

"In what way?"
"Changed a ΗΓ into an la* and said
be was a ragged specimen of athletic
manhood "

are

Stores,

«3.50, #4.50,

Vmrt ThonchtfaL
"Just before poor old Dooley died be
made his wife promise that she would
not marry again."
"Poor old chap—be always was kind

Golightiy."

We

2

95.50.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to BAISEES OP LABGEB CLUBS.

Bad Emr.
"That was a rather serious mistake
the types made in speaking of young

(

South Paris,

GUARANTEED
UNCONDITIONALLY.
Prices 12.50,

do for you.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

one.

Insured."—Philadelphia Ledger.

to bis fellow men!"—Tit-Bits.

we can

Ladies' Fur Coats $22, $28, $32.

goes

it with that
cine dropper.

what

Our Prices $15 up to $65.

era

Freight

isn't it?

to

Coats.

steam-

alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 r. m.

anything

something

that goes wrong

We have Coon Coats, Australian and
Russian Calf Coats, Kangaroo Coats,
Dog Coats, Angora Coats, also Fur Lined

The above articles

with dump cart.
all in good
will be sold at a

good,

We guar-

money the market affords should influence you. You want the best for
your money? Well, then, come and

double horse wagon

are

Worth

Reason Three—Our reputation for reasonable prices and be*t values for the

robe, and a medium weight traverse
sled, one long sled and cord wood
dray, a log dray and dray for long
wood,

selling you.

we are

antee our coats.

FOR SALE.
second hand sleighs, sleigh

You Blow It to Clean It

Innocent DlTemlon.

TTorwav.

Ol IMCAin flit.·

lind of REAL

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

)
Sin Bankruptcy.
LI.,
Bankrupt. )
To the Ron. Clarknck IIalb, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
η

BLANKET

5-A

reakena

( em that it makes one readily suscepti) ve to serions illness.
If yon have distress after eating, a feei1 ng of heaviness in the stomach, nervousheadache or
■ iess, dizziness, nausea,
1 ay other aymptoma of indigestion. be·
;in the nae of Mi-o-na at once and get

5-A HORSE BLANKETS!

"What is the crumpet story?" Leander S. Swan or Howard A.
people would ask. And be would tell Swan, South Paris, Me.
them that it had many variants, but

gin."

—

expected

!

on

The annua] report of the state register
llfchnnlin of the Unman Body.
of vital statistics shows that during the
The human I tody is an epitome In nacommitted
suicide,
107
persons
past year
ture of all mechanics, all hydraulics,
an increase of 30 over the previous year.
Of this number 91 were males. Thirty- all architecture, all machinery of every
nine committed suicide by shooting, 28 kind. There are more than 310 mechanby hanging, IS by poisoning, 12 by ical movements known to mechanics
drowning, nine by cutting throat and today, and all of these are but modifione by jumping in front of a moving
cations of those found in the human
train. The youngest suicide was a boy
body. Here are found all the bars,
of 13 years, and the oldest a man of 87
levers, joints, pulleys, pumps, pipes,
years.
wheels and axles, ball and socket
Some time between 7 o'clock Tuesday movements, beams, girders, trusses,
night and 0 o'clock Wednesday morning buffers, arches, columns, cables aud
Hugh McCall, aged 40, years of Charles- supports known to science. At every
town, Mass., received injuries which
man's best mechanical work can
caused death, near Simpson's Crossing point
shown to be but adaptations of
in Etna. He was found lying beside the be
a revela
track, and soon after being removed to processes of the human body,
Coroner George tion of first principles used In nature.
a near by house died.
M. Barrows of Newport decided, after a
The Trnnkflnh.
full investigation, that death was due to
his being struck on the head by a train,
The trunkfish is one of the peculiar
and that no inquest was necessary.
inhabitants of the ocean. It is called
the
trunkfish because Its back Is comon
that
is
made
The announcement
a
the occasion of tbe annual meeting of pletely covered with bony plates of
tbe Maine Library Association, which regular shape, forming a complete coat
will be held in WaterviHe, Wednesday, nt innII It la nrnfeeted so COlUDletelV
Nov. 14, Hon. Melville Dewey, state that it can move only Its tall, mouth
1
111
g %T
V
I.
—îl k„
aud a small part of It» gills, which
and also Prof. Mary E. Robbins, who is
a
p:iss through the armor. It Is quite
tbe bead of the library work at Simmons
email fish aud is found only in the
College at Boston, and who will be the
the southern tropical
lecturer of tbe afternoon. Mr. Dewey warm waters of
will lecture in the evening, and it ie seas
probable that a supplementary proof
The White Headed Boy.
gramme may be provided in tbe way
The phrase "his mother's white headmusical and literary numbers. It is also
probable that a meeting of tbe Eastern ed hoy" is ns old as the hills In IreMaino Library Association will be held land. It
appears in many of the Irish
on the same date as the meeting of the
stories of the last century. Irish
fairy
The programmes
State Association.
mothers who knew good fairies always
will soon be ready for distribution, and
secret for the "white headed
notices for tbe meeting have been sent kept the
GriiHn in
out. A great deal of interest is mani- boy" of the family. Gerald
fested in the coming meeting and it is one of his l>cst short stories years ago
that there will be a large at- used the- phrase as oue he bad bor-

It is understood that there was do inMADE HAPPY FOR LIFE.
the building or its contents.
Groat
happiness came into tbe home
It is thought that the fire was origiat
Frank Littlehale played several selec- nated by tramps, as early in the morn- of S. C. Blair, school superintendent,
when hi· little
W.
Va.,
St.
Albans,
on
his
tions
phonograph.
ing two were seen wending their way
daughter was restored from the dreadFrank Littlehale took hie new phono- dowu the railroad track.
ful complaint he names. He says: "My
to
bis
District
Whittemore
into
the
graph
little daughter had St. Vitus Dance,
brother Albert's school Nov. 2d to enThe first eleotric locomotive for the which
yielded to no treatment but grew
tertain the scholar*.
Atlantic Shore Line arrived in Kittery steadily worse until as a last resort we
Ε. E. Field found m Baldwin apple
car
works
Wednesday morning from the
tried Electric Bitters; and I rejoice to
measuring 12 inches in circumference.
It will be placed upat Laconia, Ν. H.
a complete
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hammond visit- on the trucks and taken to the car barn •ay, three bottles effected
oure.1' Quick, sure cure for nervous
ed at George Noyes' Nov. 1st.
The locomotive is
at Kittery Point.
complaint·, general debility, female
Ernest Mason and family went to
numbered 101, painted and lettered as is weaknesses, impoverished blood and
Hartford, Nov. 4.
the first freight car, which arrived some malaria. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff
The Methodist society realized about months
ago. It resembles a large flat & Co.'8 drug store. Price 50c.
15.00 from their supper Nov. 8th.
car with a pilot house in the middle and
It attracted
a cow catcher on each end.
Brownfield.
Many sufferers from nasal catarrh say
much attention as it lay sidetracked at
The Congregational circle met at Mrs. the
get splendid results by using an
they
station.
navy yard
atomizer. For their benefit we prepare
Eben Rounds* last week. It was voted
to have a chicken pie supper in two
Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Except that
AN ENGLISH AUTHOR WROTE:
It is liquid it is in all respects like the
weeks.
"No shade, no shine, no fruit, no healing, helpful, pain-allaying Cream
The W. C. T. U. met last Friday with
Mrs. Julia Bean. The next meeting is flowers, no leaves—November!" Many Balm that tbe public has been familiar
to be the second Saturday in December. Americans would add no freedom from with for years. No cocaine nor other
Georgia Gatchell visited the L. T. L. catarrh, which is so aggravated during dangerous drug in it. The aoothing
this month that it becomes constantly spray relieves at onoe and cure is certain.
Nov. 9.
J. E. Clement la digging a big well troublesome. There is abundant proof All druggists, 75 cents, inoluding sprayHe will use a gasoline that catarrh Is a constitutional disease. ing tube or mailed by Ely Bros., 66 Warnear his store.
It Is related to sorofula and consumption, ren Street, New Tork.
engine for pumping power.
Bartlett, Ernest being one of the wasting diseases.
Hill and Geo. Bray are candidates for Hood's Sarsaparilla has shown that what
Henry E. Jones of Tampa, Fla., writes:
1
Is capable of eradicating scrofula, com- "I can thank God for my present health,
the new rural free delivery route.
In
and
taken
time
due to Foley's Kidney Cure. I tried
pletely cores catarrh,
We oannot see doctors and all kinds of kidney cures,
oonsamption.
prevents
Dr.
Rev.
First Congregational church,
how any sufferer can put off taking this but nothing did me much good till I
Janes J. G. Tarr, pastor. Sunday, Nov.
medicine, in view of the widely publish- took Foley's Kidney Cure. Four bottles
at
10:45.
Subject ed
18, morning worship
record of its radical and permanent cured me, and I have no more pain in
"^«diction for cores. It Is
•^on'
baok and shoulders. 1 am 62 years
undoubtedly America's 1
Sabbath School Teachers." All teachers Greatest Mediolne for America's Great- my and suffered
long, but thanks to
old,
invited
P*eaent,are
est Disease—Catarrh.
Foley's Kidney Care I am well and can
to attend.
8nnday School at noon,
walk and enjoy myself. It is a pleasure
•vMing worship at 7:00. The pastor
Two cases of small pox were discover- to reoommend It to those needing η kidney medicine." F. ▲. Shortieff A Co.
ed Thursday at the jaJl la Bangor.
surance on

subject
that they look upon the supreme being,
Ahura Mazda, as comprising within
himself the two powers of good and
evil—namely, Spenta Malnyu, the holy
spirit, and Anra Malnyu, the evil spirIt. This is similar to the monotheistic
In
view held by the Parsla of India
opposition to the statement frequently
made that Zoroastrlanlsm Is pure dualIsm. They believe also in the resurrection of the dead, which their faith haa
taught them since early times, and this

and only
joke, with a pleasant or bitter flavor ac- hours last night
cording to the point of view. It is a once."
edge pity that tbe first standard by which tbe
Mixed m to Delnltlo··.
every action of any officer orgovermental body
Hungry Hlggins—Wot! You dunno
from is judged is that of political expediency.
miser is a man that

sleighs belonging

As the barn was located on the
of woodland, the trees ignited and
effort, was made to keep the fire

icrual host of fiends and archfiends
«•ho war against heaven and strive to
destroy the future life of man Is led by
Aura Malnyu, the evil spirit In dis·
the
cussing witb these Zoroastrlans
of the origin of evil I found

Music Hall at Lewiston has been leased to the B. F. Keith Co. for ten years.
It is understood that the theatre will not
be devoted entirely to vaudeville, but her taste and smell were very feeble,
that repertoire companies will be given so that communication with the world
time occasionally, and that combination
was, indeed, through a narrow passhows outside tbe trust will also be
Her sensitiveness to vibration
will
open sage.
brought here. The theatre
was so fine that without any trace of
Nov. 12.
the sense of heariug she was aware of
As a result of a conference between the
tolling of a bell. But her biograand
Attorney
Cobb
County
Governor
giving us in detail the record of
pher,
of
County
Androscoggin
Ralph Crockett
the slow steys of her education, tells
a hearing will be given at the monthly
she wae able to
meeting of the Governor and Couocil us little of what idea
Thursday forenoon, Nov. 15, on the com- form of things. It is Schopenhauer
plaints against the Holy Ghost and Us who gives one bint of what we all
Society at Shiloh. All parties interested want to know of the born blind. He
will be heard at that time.
birth to
says that a man blind from
an operation
The Penobscot Bay Railroad Co. has whom sight was given by
there
beeu granted a charter to build a steam put bis hand to his eye to grasp
railroad between Rockland and Belfast, and not in their place the things he
a distance of 30 miles, connecting the saw.—London Chronicle.
Maine Central and Northern Maine Seaport railroads. The road must be conTlie Crumpet Story.
structed or the charter extended within
Oliver Wendell Holmes professed to
was
to
made
No
two years.
opposition
have a profound respect for the Dutch,
the new road at a hearing held by the
|)os8il>ly ou account of what he used
state railroad commissioners.
to call "the European aborigines of
Prof. F. C. Robinson of Bowdoin will America" being Dutch. He gave an
of
leave in about two weeks for the City
aspect of slyness to his respect which
Mexico, as the representative of the
inspired the idea that It was not unanthe
Maine State Board of Health at
tempered by humor, but he maintained
Public
American
nual meeting of the
Health Association. Prof. Robinson is that the Dutch, In spite of their stolidipresident of this association, which em- ty. had a great deal of humor thembraces the national and state health selves. "For instance," he would say.
workers of the Dominion of Canada, "the enunpet story has a Dutch ori-

The fire had made such headway that
Oklahoma, admitted as a state by a
it was impossible to get the contents out Republican congress, went Democratic
50
to
of the barn, which comprised from
at its first election last week, and tbe
75 ton* of hay, farm maohinery and a result is treated by both parties as a
number wagons and

|
lofOMtrlaa Belief·.
The Zoroastrian faith acknowledge·
Drmazd, Aliura Mazda, 'Lord Wia- } MPCBFKCT DIGESTION MOST PBOLIFIC
flom," as the supreme god, with six
CAUSE OF SERIOUS DISEASE.
archangels, Am es ha Spentn, and a
While health reports do not give inbim
about
company of angels, Xazata,
u a cause of death, jet It to
gestion
into rule and guide the world. The
the atomaoh and the whole aja—

By transferring the hailing port of hit

High
Mrs. Ezra Swett and two children of close Nov. 12. The Bryant's
Judge and Mrs. W. P.Potter are expected at Elmhurst the last of the pres- Dixfield are visiting Mrs. A. D. Coburn. School will continue three weeks longer,
Nov. 9.
The Judge is now president month.
Last Friday afternoon the primary I but the village primary closed
Frank Newell, an employe at Mann's
ing at a term of Supreme Court in Pitts- school closed the term with special exburg, and will come as soon as it close·. ercises of recitations, dialogues, songe, I mill, was badly injured about the bead
The bl'zzard struck Paris Hill with etc., by the children, the program beinc I Thursday by falling from tbe car used to
full force Monday morning. Some have a credit to* both teacher and scholars. I run lumber from the yard into the saw
sleighs out and snow drifts are numer- Several of the parents were interested room.
Miss Lizzie Stephens ie at home from
ous and still it snows and blows.
visitors at the exercises.
News has been received here of the
death at her home in Boston last Thursday of Miss Daisy Austin, eldest daughter
of Albert S. Austin, formerly clerk of
courts and for a number of years a resident of this place. Miss Austin'e death
was due to consumption, and came after
a long illness.
Although the end was
not unexpected, many friends here learn
of the event with sorrow.

tANQERS PROM DYSPEPSIA.'I

Mala· New» Notw.

in America, and has had severs!
rears' experience in the work. He left
his home in August, arriving in Lewiston the 9th of September, his object
being a course of study at Cobb's Divinity School at Bates College. Ho is a until
spring.
bright, interesting speaker and well
The foundation of the new mill is
liked.
Granite Chapter, 0. E. S., held an Bearing completion.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis Lovejoy returned
especially interesting meeting at Masonic from Portland Monday afternoon.
Hall Thursday eveningof last week, with
of
D. D. I Mrs. Bennett, Miss Grace Chapman
» good number in attendance.
and Harold Chapman of AuPortland
of
Rounds
B.
I». M., Mrs. Florence
came to Bethel to attend Mr.
Waterford was present and the work burn
funeral.
was exemplified in a creditable manner. I Penley's
Tbe measles are still prevailing and
Refreshments were served.
Miss Eva Twaddle's room in the brick
Mrs. Ryerson of Paris Hill is here and
was closed for the past week
will spend the winter with her daughter, I building
during her illness.
Mrs. Samuel Estes, Jr.
Two inches of snow fell here Friday
once.
Mrs. Lucinda Small is visiting in Nornight.
Ο. Ε Curtis of Kennebunk was at Paris way and South Paris.
Hill on business last week.
P. J. Miles and E. R. Davis go Monday I
Bryant's Pood.
Lewis M. Brown, Esq., goes to New i)f this week io West Milan, Ν. H., and
The North Woodstock school will
York on a business trip this week.
vicinity for a ten days' hunting trip.
Pond

5- Λ Horse Blankets.
Here's a Dandy.
Ready made ν». Home made.
Overcoats for Men.
Perfumes and Toilet Water·.
Walk Over Shoe·, Ac.
Kor Sale
Found.
Norway National Bank.
Kankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

kai-l.u V

Beth*
▲η addition has been built to tbe
The Uniremllat Good Will Society
' iethel Manufacturing Co.'* building
fill bold a tale ud sapper at their 1 rhich will
add muoh to the convenience
iburoh on Wedneeday afternoon and
· >f edging the board· aa it will not be
ivening, Not. 21st. There will be a 1 lecemry
to turn the board.
able of fancy work, including a good
Mrs. J. H. Barrows will soon be able
rariety of articles and over thirty doll· 1 ο return from the hospital in Portland.
which have been daintily dressed for the
News was received by Mrs. T. J.
< Mcasion;
also an apron table and a
foster of the death of her sister, Mrs.
1
an
will
be
This
excepsandy table.
fted Flint, in Strong. Mrs. Flint forclonal opportunity for the purchase of
resided in Bethel.
<
Christmas gifts for those desiring to do nerly Ladies1 Club are
The
planning the an·
Admission both afternoon and
to.
tuai Christmas sale.
ivening free, and the public is cordially
Last Wednesday Mr. Milton Penley
invited to attend. From 5:30 to 7:30
For
on Main Street.
W«t Parte.

31 Market

Square,

South Paris, Me.

Telephone 106-3.

LUTMM TUCKER A SON,
Albany, If. X.

VT 8ub*criptioor taken at this oOce.
NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
in the matter of
)

for the

BANOOR AND AUOUSTA.

PORTLAND,
LOUIS AK8IKOFV,
Bankruptcy,
of Bnmford, Bankrupt. )
Guarantee·, by lte Poitire Position Guaranty, success to the graduates of its
To the creditors of Louis Aeslkoff In the
Combination Course. Write for particulars. F. L. SHAW, President.
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notloe Is hereby given that on the 17th day of
A.
D.
the
said
Loot·
Hla Bala··· Gene.
Aeslknf
Oct.,
1806,
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Gall»—Taylor bet all the money be first meeting
of his creditors will be held at the
had in the bank that he would walk a1 office of the Beferee, No. 8 Market 8qoare, South
in the state
Paris, on the 14th
of Nov., A. D. 1806, at
equipped school of business trsiaing con
slack wire for twenty feet Quay—Did 10 o'clock In the day
blned
of Maine. To sll graduates of the
forenoon, at which time the
be win or lose? Guile—He lost his bal- said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
course we guarantee a position or refund
a
examine
the
appoint trustee,
bankrupt, and
ance.
one-halt of the tultioa money. Find employtransact soeh other business aa may properly
come before said meeting.
ment by which students csn psy bosrd while atSooth Parts, Oct. *8, IK*.
To try to be happy at the expense of.
tending school. Send for illustrated catalogue.
VAUX! L. Ο BAT,
Miras* BUS» BUSINESS COiLEGC.UwMea.lls.
'
la to be bad.—DeiuuL
ether

{In

BUSINESS COLLEGE j££?

people

HûiiiHMfaiitoy.

Gay W. Fimr, Bowdoln, Ί0, vu ii The South Paria Water Question.
Sunday.
Editor Democrat ;
As the water contract expire· Dec. lit,
E. W. Knight was at home from
a new oontract will probably be signed.
Auburn Λ few days last we«k.
It
of

pit Φχtov& 9emojcvmt

SOUTfl_PABIS.

south paris post orrtc*.

OffleeHouie: 7 JO A.M. to" JO F.M.
OUAMD THIffll UIIWAI.

Commencing Sept. 30,19U6,
TKAlUS

SOUTH F ABU

UtAVB

ilowniM·!)—4 J8 Α. V., Jill? i ί '44 A. M.,
4 35 p.
dally.
.[ally except Sunday ;
itolutf

liôlng up

■

;
ν wm»)- 10 ΧΠ Α. Μ-, α
P. it.. dally.

Ally

lally except Sunday ; 8*7

3 η»

P.

M..

CHUHCHKS.
A. K. Bald
riret Congregational Church. Rev.
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Ο. K. Curtis oi Kcnnebunk was a guest
(if bis relatives a few days last week.

Wright was
business nearly all of last

(l,.n. James S.
ou

at

So-1

Aodover

week.

Bethel has
Mrs. B. S.
been a «uoet at Bannister Chapman's for
a time.
Muss Bessie M. Ilaggett, who has been
in Waterford, is at home for

Burbank of

thel

teaching

the vacation.

Miss Carrie Clifford has finished her
school in Woodstock, and is at home for

I

the vacation.

Miss Jessica Curtis is spending this
week with relatives at Kennebunk and
Portsmouth, X. H.

Satur-1

Winslow II. Cook takes the place of
James Dunn in the male quartette choir
at the Congregational church.
William A. Blake and family will
vamove into the rent on Church Street
cated by Mr. and Mrs. Dresser.

I

I

The last dandelion of the season was
brought in to the Democrat on the 7th
of November, by Miss Mina Greeley.
The vesper chorus will rehearse this
week Weduesday evening at 7 o'clock at
8:30
the Congregational vestry, instead of

as

heretofore.

I

This is vacation with the South Paris
schools. The fall term closed Friday,
and after a vacation of only one weeV,
the winter term will opeu next Monday.
The ladies of the Congregational Circle will have their next supper and enThursday
tertaiumeut in the vestry
evening, Xov. loth. Supper served at
0:4."».

]

gatb-1

irery unfavorable, over a hundred
jred at the Congregational church last
Sunday afternoon for the vesper service.
These services are to be continued at the
wnie hour with
special sermon and
music.

A. C. Jones, who had suffered a reand been seriously ill, has been
it, ·re comfortable for the past few days,
and is thought to be on the road to recovery.

There will be a regular
jruod Cheer Wednesday afternoon

The store iu Maxim Block formerly
occupied by J. S. Taplev is being fitted
who
up for the use of M. W. Maxim,
will move his bicycle and automobile
repair business into it.
nas

Mrs. Mettie de L. WoodDury
turned from her visit to Mrs. k. M.
Cochran, Wilton. Me., and is now be in*
visited by Mies Alace Breezel of Brooklyn, N. Y„ who used to live with her.

:he work.

prepared

at

in-I
THUKSDAY AFTERNOON.
Our Round Table.
(
Best and Most Profitable App'os for PlecataUpton I uul· County.

Remember the hour, 2,

stead of 2:30.

The party of four who went to
a^u are wending tneir weary way
homeward, with "several" deer, as re-

χ

week

Tol^Me^

B™wn,%e^™rWhlng«.

|

affair

enjoyed
the banquet

was

by a party of thirty-two at
of the Baldwin Men's Class held

in

the

Congregational vestry Thursday evening^
A

nice supper

was

served

about

o'clock, and following the supper, with
Alton C. Wheeler as toastmaster, there
were speeches by Rev. A. K. Baldwin,
Joseph Myshrall, Henry Muzxy and
Alfred H. Jackson, and extempore remarks

by

I*. D. M. Stewart J.

Hastings

Bean, Georxe A. Briggs, N. D. Bolster,

and A. W. Walker.

Shurtleff Primary School closed FriNov. 9. The names of those present every day are:
Ml*dTOd
Eva AsUrew».

day,

SmUO^beU.
Kitten Flaw.
Psuleen

riagg.

SSMV
Arthur Whh*m.

on a

trL-

a^few-

pleasant

Leland, East Sangervllle.
Maine Farm,
W. O. Breed, Harrison.
How to Pack the Apple,
F. B. Perley. Cross Hill.
Will E.
A Massachusetts Man

Monday rooming
they were at Rumford Point, somewhat
V.»
·*..!
Uiiltar Wlllt In
the state of
about
anxiously imiuiriug
»ίηβ?Τ."Γ.7..TWUUamCralg, Auburn.
the roads in this part of the world.
Whit » Tree
^ Twlu.Uen. Auburn.
The next special social, under the The
Wateryllle.
held
be
will
P.
C.
Y.
U..
of
the
auspices
in Good Cheer Hall Tuesday evening, The Cold Storage Pn>hlcm^en }
Nov. 20th. In order to have room for a Address—Recent Pointers for the Apple
good social time this, like the one of
Qrovrcr^^ Α)ίΓβ<ι g. Gulley, 8tom, Conn.
an invited party and all
| Nov. 2d, will be

ported by telephoue.

Berlin, Ν. H.. went no-license at the
election last week, by a majority of 240
That will have a tendency to reduce the
of age who received an innumber of Sunday excursionists another j over 13 years
2d are invited this time.
season—if no-license prohibits under a vitation Nov.
local option law.
From invitations sent out, it is learned
that the S. P. D. C. (wbich is, being
Clarence Whitman returned
translated. South Paris Dramatic Club)
days since from a hunting trip in Wood- J
to blow in the money made
stock with a spikehorn buck, the hrel j will proceed
at its recent Oxford tiip, at Fan-Tan
deer, so far as reported, that has been .
Hall Tuesday evening. As the invitabrought in here this season from this
tions also state that the motto of the
section of the state.
c'ab is "Skidoo! 23", it may be inferred
Mrs Ε. N. Anderson, who has been that this is positively the last appearin
C.
Anderson,
Harold
her
son.
vititing
ance.
Providence, R. !.. has returned home.
Remember the sale of fancy articles,
Mrs. H. C. Anderson returned will» lier,
food and candy at
and will make a visit of about three aprous, vegetables,
the Baptist vestry Friday afternoon and
weeks with relatives here.
evening, bfginniug at 2:30 ι·. M. Cocoa
A man in Boston has been fined five and wafers will be served free in the
dollars for spitting on the sidewaIk. afternoon. During the evening there
South Paris also has an anti-sidewalls- will be orchestral selections, solos and
spitting ordinance, but it will take some readings. Ice cream and hot buttered
moral courage to hale the first violator pop coru will be on sale. Come and
of it into court to be fined.
bring your friends. A good social time
is assured.
Jackson
H.
Alfred
of
Taxes
Collector
expects to be in Massachusetts from
At the request of some of the parents,
Thursday to Monday next. Citizens Mrs. H. A. Clifford is to form a chilanxious to pav their taxes during those dren's class in vocal music, especially
.lays will have to restrain their im- for begiuuers and those who began iu
No
the singing school last spring.
patience until be gets home.
more children will bo taken than can
Rev B. S Hideout of Norway gave his
receive individual attention
lecture on -Idioeyncracies" in the Peo-, practically
if advisable, a special
at each lesson,
„le's course at the Method st church
hour will be assigned the youngest chillast Tuesday evening. It is a most enwith dren. The term will cousist of twenty
tertaining lecture, illustrated
lessons. Rates will be moderate. The
numerous anecdotes showing the peculhrst meeting will be at the parsonage,
iarities of men, many of them men of
A convenient permaat i r. m.
note, it was enjoyed by a fairly good Friday,
nent hour will then be decided upou.
and appreciative audience.
The full programme of the Euterpean
The Seneca Club was entertained by Club
meeting to be this Monday afterMrs Frank Shurtleff last Monday evennoon, at the home of Mrs. Briggs, is as
members
the
of
twenty
Fifteen
in*
follows:
were
present. Paris was the city Roll call. Item» concerning Kate Vannah.
studied and with a fine paper on "French Mlnuelt lu Ε tint major, piano au.l organ
Mozart.
Artists" by Miss McArdle, and a numMrs. Brlckeit. Mr·. Wheeler.
ber of their picture* shown, it was a deMUe Leech.
Eneiy—"iluijut/'....
Vannah.
Dainty refreshment Song- Lullaby
lightful evening.
MUe Smiley.
The next meeting will be
were served.
Mozart.
1
No.
Piano
β»
Sonata,
Mrs.
op.
when
with Mrs. Harry Morton
Mrs. Burn ham.
Vannah.
Morton and Mrs. Howe will entertain.
Song—Goo !·Bye. Sweet Day
A very

Lakeside

21 Report of Executive Committee
Report of committee on legislation looking to a
"•'clock. There is work on hand and it I
Krult Mark· Act, by
Dr. George M. Twltcholl.
s hoped there will be a large attendance I
Fruit Packages
to assist in I R port of Committee on
ind all will come

re-

Ansel Swift, having disposed of his
effects here, started Wednesday night
for Minneapolis, where his sons reside,
and where he will hereafter make hie
home. Mrs. Swift went there some
weeks since.

WEDNESDAY EVENING.
A grand banquet will be served by
Grange at 7 o'clock In Grange Hall.

I
I
I
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13.
I
Annual Meeting at 10 o'clock.
E. L. Lincoln, Wayne. I
j Report of Treasurer,
Report of Secretary,
H.
D.
I
the
Knowlton,
of
Farinlngton.
meeting

lapse

PoMktcn^rU'·1-»
Bessie Campbell,

Rl^îÎ'ujTÎiàv

iîïïiX"·
l-1"· ■î®bto·1

Bertie Clifford, 1-t
Vivian Heath absent one dr.y. Gustave
Porter absent three half dajs.
Kwma Suirtuckf, teacher.

"We shan't have much of a crowd tonight, for this is the first supper of the
season, and the people don't get
till after we have had two or three.
This wss the statement made to a
visitor, on the way to the Good Cheer
to
supper Tuesday evening. It proved
be a
prophecy, for there were more
*κ»π could be seated in the large hall,
and a portion of the tables had to be reset.
Following supper the entertainment included a duet by the Misses Marie
Newton and Doris Culbert, the bright
and amusing faroe, "Per Telephone," a
piano and violin duet by Misses Grace
and Ida Dew», » Japanese *>ng in
costume, by Miss Ruth Smith and Master
Gerald McDaniels of Norway, and »
«ι»™*, of the autumn leave· by six "tue
which was one of the pwttieat
seen her· In a long tin·.

and his book

on thk

white mount-

ains.

I·
the utmoat Importance that all
F. A. Heidner, who bas been here for the tax
payera and votera understand
several weeks, retained home last week. the real conditions of the water contraot
"At morn the men of Conway felt
Some «Inartful thing had chanced that o'ght,
The snow started a number of deer for protection against fire. About the
Aud thoae by Bretton Wood· who dwelt
Obaenred the moon talk'· altered height."
hunters "up country" Monday morning. healthful quality of the water you must
judge for yourself. I think they should
In the letter from East Sumner in the
Master Harlan Dennison is visiting his be
obliged to run the water through a Democrat of Oct 9, "Slocura" speaks of
grandparents at West Bethel for a week. filter, as they do at Mechanio Falls.
having in hi· youth received from Rev.
Now a comparison on prices and press- Benjamin Qlazier Willey the story of
The annual harvest supper with an ensmall
a
with
within
other towns
the ure
the destruction of hi· brother Samuel
tertainment will be served in
Methodist vestry Thursday. The admis- radius of South Paris. I have letters Willey'· family and two hired men by
the
with
from
the
towns,
following
price the avalanohe, or slide, of Aug. 28,1826,
sion is 20 ceuts.
per hydrant and the pressure:
but be makes no mention of the fact that
The first division of the Qood Cheer Rethe'
$30.00, 80 to 115 lb·· a detailed printed acoount of that cataswill
with
Ε
meet
and
33.30, 167 feet fell.
Society A, B, C, D,
Ruckflekl,
trophe is to be fonnd in a book entitled,
23 87, 80 lb*.
Mrs. Irving Andrews this Monday after- Groveton,
"Incidents in White Mountain History,"
40 00, 1<« lb·.
Mechanic Falls
noon at 3 o'clock.
Varraouth own· Its own plant.
which was written by Mr. Willey, and
South PuU,
42.30, 731b·.
wbloh was published in Boston in 1850,
Stanley M. Wheeler, University of
is
the
to
look
at
Thq important thing
Maine '10, who had come from Orono to
(a new edition, slightly revised by Fredthe football game at Le wis ton, was at pressure of water. South Paris, with erick Thompson, and with one chapter
Mechanic
75
only
pound·, exceeding
home over Sunday.
omitted, was published in New York
Falls in price 12.50 per hydrant, and 25 City in 1870.) This book is surpassed
Master Philip Bolster visited his
less pressure to fight a fire.
pounds
by none in its description and history of
brother, Morton Bolster, at Bates ColI commenced testing the pressure a the White Mountains and of tbe region
in
the
footover
and
took
lege
Sundiy,
little over a year ago, pnd perhaps the circumjacent. Chapters 8, θ and 10
ball game Saturday.
water company thought we were not (pages 110-140) of the book treat of "The
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Moulton of Ox- right in our trials, so Mr. Andrews of Slides" (the tragical slide of Aug. 28,
ford attended service at the Methodist the Norway Water Co. came to Sont h 1820, was preceded by a harmless one
church on Sunday and were cordially Paris with some five assistants on May which occurred in the previous June or
19, 190C, for a fair test. The water July) and the account which these three
welcomed by many friends.
Trunk
gauge showed at the Grand
give of the second slide, since
The Ladies of the G. A. R. invite Wil- crossing a pressure of 60 pounds. One chapters
known as "The Willey Slide," is by far
liam K. Kimball Post to roll call and stream attached reduced the pressure to
the fullest and best description of that
entertaiumeut Saturday evening, Nov. 46
pounds; three streams attached re- catastrophe to be anywhere found in
atwill
be
a
there
17. It is-hoped
good
duced it to 30 pounds; four streams at- print.
tendance.
tached, pressure 22 pounds, and pumps
The book'e preface, which is dated at
directly into the main.
"Ëast Sumner, Me., Sept. 1855," says:
truite a lot of the local sports, and pumping
This of course was a poor showing, so "Almost invariably tbe question is asked
some who perhaps wouldn't want to be
another trial was made May 20, 1906. mc, on an introduction to a stranger,
put under tbat head, atteuded the Batesl niversity of Maine football game at Standing pressure recorded 77 pounds. 'Are you a connection of the family deAttaching one stream reduced the press- stroyed at the White Mountains?' and,
Lewiston Saturday.
ure to GQ pounds; attaching two line* on
learning that I am, the question is
Master Henry Howe and Master Mur- of hose reduced it to 45 pounds; and almost certain to
follow, 'What were the
ray Bigelow were the guests of the gram- three streams reduced the pressure to 25 facts in regard to their destruction?' "
his
mar school teacher, Mr. Pomeroy, at
pounds. The gauge was attached in The preface says that the frequency of
home itr Lewiston over Sunday, taking Market Square.
this inquiry and the interest with which
in Saturday's football game.
I am unable to find out the pressure people listened to Mr. Willey's acoount
is something South of the catastrophe constituted one of tbe
Four to six inches of enow which fell in Norway. That
Paris voters should not know.
They inducements which caused him to write
Sunday on uufrozen ground, makes I have
a ten-inch main to Beal's Hotel.
the book.
traveling rather mushy. Monday
our
round
Now they have got the rope
I thiok that it would interest the
ing sleighs ran better than wheels, but I
and
it
! neck, and they are pulling tighter
readers of the Democrat if "Slocum"
that condition will hardly last long.
The
cemewould give them the account as nearly
tighter every new contract.
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
tery and park they say must be cut off, as he can recollect it, which Mr. Willey
Farnum
with
Mrs.
Geo.
will
meet
ont.
left
must
be
ciety
and the Rprinkler
gave him of "The Willey Slide."
Thursday afternoon. The subject of I Our hydrant system is not as good as
I have read many accounts of that
India will be concluded for the present. I Norway's, why should we pay as much?
slide, but there are certain points as to
Mrs. Susie Chapman will be the leader. I A contract for two or three years is long which
they do not agree, and perhaps
enough. Year by year our pressure is "Slocum" can throw some light upon
Mrs. H. A. Clifford will receive
more
of
addition
the
reduced
by
the
discrepancies. In some accounts it
Junior League and King's Heralds at I being
is stated that those of the victims of the
In I faucets on the system.
the parsonage Tuesday afternoon.
in water for slide whose bodies were recovered
the eveuing there will be a cabinet meet-1 This comptny has put
individuals at certain prices, and a new (there were three children whose bodies
ing of the Epworth League at the same I
i superintendent comes in, and up goes were never found) were dressed in their
place.
your water bill. They simply have got night clothes, and in some accounts it is
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns will close
C. W. Bowkkb,
stated that they were partially clothed
you.
their house here and spend the winter!
Chief Engineer South Paris Village.
as though they had risen from their
with their daughter, Mrs. E. C. Park, at I
beds but had not had time to fully dress
Bethel. Mrs. Stearns went there
Maine State Pomologlcal Society. themselves. What is "Slocum's" recolJay night. Mr. Stearns will go a week I The Maine State Pomological Society lection of what Mr. Willey told him in
»r two later.
will hold its annual meeting and exhi- this regard? If those who lost their lives
Advertised letters, South Paris, Me. : bition of fruits and flowers at Grange were in their night clothes when found,
j Hall, Harrison, Nov. 13, 14 and 15. that fact would seem to indicate that tbe
K. L. Ka<l« ittr.
Mn». Charles II. Kamlall.
Tuesday, Nov. 13, will be devoted to re- elide occurred after they had retired for
Thurlow C. H&zelton.
j ceiving and displaying exhibits. The the night, and the same is true if they
Mr. C. M. Harrington.
when found.
Mr. Leroy J. AbtwU.
programme for Wednesday and Thurs- were partially dressed
Does "Slocum" remember whether Mr.
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
J day is as follows:
Willey stated whether tbe appearance of
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14.
Kev. J. II. Davis of Nova Scotia
the beds as they were found in the WilSession at 11 A. it.
I
in
the
Opening
sermon
au
interesting
preached
ley house after the slide indicated that
Methodist church on Suuday morning. I Annual Invocation.
the bede had been occupied by tbe inAddress of Welcome.
I'he text was "What is that in thine I
Harrison.
mates the night when the slide occurred?
Alphonzo Moulton,
hand'.'" The preacher is a brother of T. I Response,
Charles K. Wheeler, Chestervllle.
In Mr. Willey's preface to his book he
Morton Davis, whom he visits for a few I President's Annual Address,
hi· obligations
Hon. Ζ A. Gllbeit, North Greene. say·, after acknowledging
I
days.
to various persons who rendered him
Appointment of Committee·.
assistance in the getting up of his book:
Miss Alice B. Knight started Monday
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
"My son, S. T. B. Willey, has also been
uorniug for Jamaica Plain, Mass., where! Greetings from other societies.
the will spend the winter with herl How can the meeting· and exhibit· of the so-] of great assistance to me in arranging
cletv be made of the greatest educational
and writing much of the book." Is this
«other. Miss Kuight has resigned the I
vulue? I»lncue*lon opened by Edward L.
son of Mr. Willey still living?
White, Rowdolnbam. Continued by .John
position of librarian of Paris Public I
Schutator.
W. True, New Gloucester; Chae. 8. Pope,
Library, which she has held for some I
Manchester, an I others.
jreare.
A Horticultural Use for Abandoned Lands,
Freeman Lewis.
Alonzo
Prof. W. M. Muneon, Orono.
Although the weather conditious were I
of
Alexander

j

Ε. Ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
second and fourth Wed ne* lay evenings
acb month.
of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meet» every
Hall.
ay evening at Pythian
ts

NOKWAY.

BenJunta Qlazier Willey.

bom· over

Arta from the
Mrs.
Round Table.

Mr*. WtUon.

Magic Flute," piano anil ont an.
Brlgga Mr·. Penfokl.

Mozart.

THURSDAY EV*HIHO.
Ladle·' Sight.
Music.

My Sature

Studies^

How to Grow

Music.

Wateon, Gardiner.

^X^^m0 Rupert. Portland.
Music.

Home Industries

^V>r

An liuane

the

^"^^^"fiuckfleld.

Music.

Tramp Burglar.

The story of several nightly house
breaks in Paris, Hebron and Oxford,
with the arrest of Alfred Duffy near Oxford station, caused people to think that
the arrest might furnish an explanation
for other breaks than those of which the
story has been published in the papers.
Several other places in the town uf Oxford, it seems, had been entered, and in
the town of Peru, at a somewhat earlier
date, there was a series of breaks of
much the same character.
The person or persons who did the
jobs to >k nothing of much value, but
did carry away from all the places an
Cooking
enormous quantity of food.
was frequently done in an unoccupied
to be
seemed
the
traveler
house, and
able to locate the unoccupied houses
readily. Chicken was a favorite article
of diet. Whatever the burglar ate or
did, he seemed to take delight iu muss-

ing things up as much as possible.
Taking all these things into account,

there is nothing surprising in the information that Duffy, who was taken in
the act, with the goods on him, developed symptoms of insanity soon after his
arrest. On Monday he was taken into
the Norway Municipal Court, bound
over for breaking and entering and larceny, returned to jail, and put into a
striped suit. He promptly tore to rags
the clothes which be wore when arrested, and has since been on a tear most of
the time. Three suits of clothes, a pair
of blankets, and a mattress have come to
pieces under his destructive touch, and
Jailer Fnrrar was finally reduced to
leaving him without much clothing, as
it all went the same way. During the
day he keeps pretty quiet, but at night
he begins to be wild, tearing things to
pieces, and barking like a dog.
The machinery of the law relating to
insane inmates of jails was at once put
at work, and as soon as the necessary
red tape could be unwound, he was ordered removed.
In accordance with the order issued,
Jailer Farrar took Duffy to the insane
hospital at Augusta Monday morning.

Some two weeks since Albert M. Dean
of Western Avenue lost a Jersey heifer
fourteen months old, which was advertised in last week's Democrat The
heifer was captured on Sunday, by the
aid of the trap furnished by the railroad
bridge below the village. At the time
she was advertised, she had last been
On Sunseen somewhere on Elm Hill.
day she got into the western part of the
village, and wandering down by the corn
factory, got on to the railroad and folOxford Pomona Orange.
lowed it to the bridge. The bridge is
Time, 1st Tuesday In December.
laid with hard pine ties only a few inches
South Paris.
apart, but spaced enough so that near Place, Paris Orange,
A. M.
the middle of the bridge she got down
through. From that position she was Opening In form.
rescued and got home, without serious
Report of granges.
injury.
Mu»lc by choir.
Election of officers.
Mr. Wood, of the B. F. Wood Music Music.
Co. of Boston, was in town Wednesday,
to talk with Mrs. Cora Briggs, concernMusic.
ing a sew group of song· which they are Installation
of officers.
soon to publish for her, and to make arNorway Grange.
Song,
Pans Grange.
Mrs. Reading,
rangements for future work.
Music.
in
Briggs' songs appear simultaneously
Sao.
England and the United States, and have
been very successful in both countries.
The wrack of the Portland la recalled by
"Hold Thou
Hand," one of her

Mj

Maine Forests.

CHURCH KS.

so

popular

that one of the largest publishing house·
in London is about to issue it aa a cornet
solo, with full brass band accompaniment, and about a year ago it became
of
necessary to publish a special edition
"Because of Ton," for use in English
convent schools, changing the word
•♦Sweet heart" to "Dear Heart," because
the pupils were not allowed to sing the

meeting at Bangor Wednesday.

a

tories, workshops, mines,

etc.

OPTIMISTIC

VUEW

OF

DISMAL

PREDICTIONS.

Home-Made.

vs.

In this department which include· Night Robe·, Skirt·, Sleeping Garment·
and Kimono· icady-made, we can save you time, labor and money.

Ever since I860, or earlier, that class
Tuesday evening.
Unlversallat Church, Rev. 8. G. Davit, of
prophets who are always hunting
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday -at 10 30
A. M. Sabbath School, UK»; T. P.C. U. meet- trouble have been predicting that within
7.OOP.
M.
a
ing.
comparatively short time the forests of
Methodist Church, Rev. C- A. Brooks. Paetor. Maine would
disappear—the state's tim- after taking four bottles I was completePreaching service, 10 30 Λ. M.; Sabbath School, ber
12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7KM) P.M.,
srpplies become exhausted. Look- ly restored and u tine has proven perGuaranteed for Sore
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting ing over the files of a Bangor newspaper manently cured."
Friday evening. Epworth League, Sunday of 1878, the writer found a communica- Lungs, Coughs and Colds, at F. A.
evening, β Λ0 P.M.
store. Price 50c
Baptist Church, Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Paetor. tion from a Bangor man in which atten- Sburtleff & Co.'s drug
Preaehlngservice, 1030 A.M.; Sabb.th School, tion was called to the fact that at the and 11.00. Trial bottle free.
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening7P. rate of
cutting then in progress the
M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
Maine timber lands must within a few
Mother Gray's Swnt Powder» for CMidrea,
STATXD MKKTINOS.
years become denuded, while in the early Successfully used by Mother Grav, nurae In tbe
F. & A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
In New York, Cure FeverlshCblldien'a
a
Maine
prominent
politician— ness, Bad Home
No. 18, in Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or eighties
Stomach, Teething Disorder·, move
bet >re full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, perhaps he might be called a statesman, and re rule te the Bowela and Destroy Worms.
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or in a speech delivered in Bangor declared Over 90,000 testimonial·
The* never fail. At all
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. à 8. M., with
25c. Sample FRKC. Address, Allen
great emphasis that within forty drumlata,
Le Roy, 11. T.
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
8.
Olmsted,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after years Maine would be "as bare of timfull moon.
ber as this platform upon which I am
To Break 1» Ifsw Hum
I. O. o. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' nail, every Tuesday Evening. etandlng."
nse Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder. It pre
It is 33 years since the loud note of Always
vests Tightness and Blisters, cores 9wollen.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets in Odd
Fellows' lia 1, second and fourth Friday Even- alarm was sounded in the
Whig & Sweating, Aching feet. At all druggists and
ings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge, Courier, and more than half of the states- shoe stores, 28c.
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each
man's forty years limit bas passed, yet
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block more logs are out in the state every winBorn.
A.
U.
O.
R.,
Noyes ter now than at either of the periods
every Thursday Evening.
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lako Assembly, No. SS, P. 8., second named—more, In fact than ever before,
In Woodstock, Oct., to tbe wife of George
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
and the supply somehow holds out. It
Scott, a son.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
of course, true that the operators
is,
In Norway, Nov. 4, to the wife of Arthur J.
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
farther every year for Talllon, a son.
G.A.R.—Hairry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In have to go a little
In Northwest Bethel, Nov., to the wife of B.
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening the right kind of logs, but they seem to
W. Inman, aeon.
of each month.
have no difficulty in getting all they
In
Paris, Nov. 7, to the wife of George R.
Mon
R.
A.
W. R. C.—Meets in Now G.
Hall,
want, and the longer the drive, the more Stone, a son.
day evening.
in 8outh Paris, Nov. 6, to the wife of Clinton
In
meets
No.
for
men.
P.—Lakeside
Ν. E. O.
177,
Lodge,
employment
C. Foss, a daughter.
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third WedMany a time it has been figured out In South Paris, Nov. 8, to tbe wife of Donald
nesday evenings of each month.
so
in
Maine
that
there
are
many H. Bean, a son.
standing
Ο υ. Al M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday feet of spruce; and then the statisticians
evening.
proceed upon this basis to argue that, at
Married.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
rate of cutting, the woods
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each the prevailing
will be perfectly bare in so many years—
monib.
In West Parts, Nov. 1. by Dr. Ο. Κ Yat*s, I
V. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
anywhere from twenty to 100. Forestry Eoq., Mr. Charles E. Smith and Mrs. Clara B.
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
Commissioner Ring, in his report for the Estes of Stow.
each month
In Lynn, Mass., Oct. 8, by Bev. Alonzo SandK. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets in Ryer year 1002, estimated the stand of mererson. Mr. William H. Lelghton of Auburn and
son hall, every Thursday evening, September to chantable
is, trees nine Miss Verna M.fWltham of Norway.
spruce—that
to
third
first
and
May
Thursday evenings,
May,
] ir hes in diameter breast high, in Maine
September.
at 21,239,000,000 feet, and he was of the
Died.
November term of the Norway Munici- opinion that the annual growth of this
as
I
first
Tuesday
pal Court was beld tbe
immense forest was sufficient to allow of
the
at
Davis
usual by Judge
mnnicipal a yearly cut of 637,000,000 feet without In Bumford Falls, Nov. 5. Stanley, Infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Haines.
court room.
depleting the supply. Now, of the total In Bethel, Nov. 3, Mrs. Ida Clough, wife of
Large quantities of apples are being cut in 1900, which was estimated at Orvllle
D. Clough.
shipped by the farmers at the Norway 840,686,000 feet, only 425,148,000 was In Bethel, Nov. 7, Milton Penlcy, sged about
60 years.
station. Those who raise apples think
spruce, and that was a big loggiog year.
In North Lovell, Oct. 30, Mrs Lydla Wilson,
it much more profitable to sell early Since li'OO there has been some
expan- aged 76 years, 8 months, 6 days.
than to wait for higher prices in the late sion of the wood
ptilp industry but not In Medford, Mass., Nov. 2, Edwin Wales of
The delay in shipping involves
eeason.
to bring the cut of spruce up to Denmark.
enough
In Denmark, Nov., William Dacey, aged 68
much danger of freezing while handling the limit set
by Commissioner Ring— years.
tbe fruit, and at the same time tbe fruit
In I.ewlxton, Oct. 22, Miss Adeline Gaudet of
feet.
637,000,000
Bumford Falls.
is much smoother in the early fall.
iuu ιυιαι
iu^ vui iu iuc uvaiOf v/u an
In Mexico. Nov. 5, Nellie, daughter of Mr. and
John Swan of Woodstock was before I
driving waters, and even including lira. James Roach, aged 11 years.
the municipal court Wednesday and
wbore
the
email
local
operations
many
sentenced to pay a fine of one dollar and
logs are hauled directly to the mills,
costs, and in default of payment he was ranges between 750,000,000 and 875,000,lodged in jail until the funds were 000 a year, according as the lumber
produced.
trade is dull or active. The higher the
In South Paris, bunch of keys and
Harold Howe, tbe thirteen-year-old lumber market goes, the greater the log
Now at Democrat office.
eon of Paul Howe of Waterford, who was
chain.
cut, of course, and as the lumber marshot in tbe left arm by the nine-year-old ket is never
likely to go higher than it
eon of L. M. Cox, of Norway, Saturday did in
1904-5, when heavy dimensions If you wish to send money to any
afternoon, is recovering very rapidly reached |28 to $20 in New York, no one
from tbe effects of the amputation of need
part of
expect to see saw mill operations
his left arm. It was, without question, more extensive at any time in the future
an accident, as the boys were playing than
they were in those years—certainly If you wish to send money to any
with the shotgun.
not so long as New Brunswick and Nova
in
with
relatives
is
Mrs. Horace Cole
| Scotia can flood the Àmerican markets
part of the United States,
Hartford, Conn., for a few weeks.
and run down the prices three or four
The Mary E. Beal property on Winter I dollars a thousand on spruce randoms as If
you w ieh to invest in a first-class
Street bas been sold to C. N. Tubbe ά
they did last winter and spring. Pulp
rate of
a
bond
Son. Tbe house will be repaired and and
paper, too, are now about as hightenetwo
for
condition
in
first-class
and
to
put
be,
interest,
priced as they are ever likely
ments.
there is always the possibility, if not
Fred H. Davis, after a hunting trip in
the
of
tbeee
one
days
probability, that
do any business
Albany, has resumed his work with bottom will be knocked out of the wood If you wish to
Bank to
for
a
National
of
some
George H. Bennett, Whitman Street.
the
business
by
perfection
pulp
proper
The new Waterford-Norway town line of the numerous processes now in the
at
call
transact,
promisee to be something of interest be- experimental stage of making paper
fore it is finally settled. Several of the from other fibres than wood.
property holders object to being tax
A lumberman of long experience told
payers in Waterford and talk of entering the News the other day that most of the
a formal protest.
They have already talk about careful cutting methods being
had a survey of the old town line made
OF
by the big pulp concerns is
Washing- and evidently contend that it ehould practised
Joyce
[John
moonshine—that they and some
pnre
the
of
writer
Maine.
the
following continue the town line.
ton, D. C.,
other operators literally strip the lands, Norway,
poetic tribute to the late Alonzo FreeWilliam Bolton ia doing some grading taking the small growth with the large,
H. D. SMITH, Cashier.
man Lewis of Fryeburg, became ac- for
Stephen B. Cummings on bis lawn and he said that an inspection of the
quainted with Mr. Lewis in the course of on Whitman Street.
be
this
to
show
would
in
the
drives
logs
the tatter's winter sojourns in WashingAsa Frost has sold his farm to parties a fact. Tet, there is a plenty of big
ton. Mr. Joyce is a man of marked and who will cut the timber. Mr. Frost is
yet to be had and a good deal of
A
white, marked with black,
striking individality of character, and is looking for a place to settle in the vil- spruce
it came down the East branch this year.
Owner can have him
no collar on.
a well-known figure at the nation's capicontinued
lage.
indiscriminate
This
cutting,
tal. He waa born in the village of
Call at
Thursday afternoon and evening the for many years, would, of course, reduce
property.
proving
Sbraugh, near Westford, on the western ladies of the Harry Rust Relief Corps the standing supply considerably, but it
A. ALLEN'S,
CHARLES
shore of Ireland, and is now in his 65th will hold their annual fair. They will
will be a long time before Maine will Park Street,
South Paris, Me.
work.
year. When he was four or five years of offer many articles of fancy
have to look for a substitute for spruce.
to
America
will be served at 0:.'30 and it will
age, bis parents emigrated
dismal
1030
the
Supper
the
in
Probably
year
and settled in Kentucky, and he was be a good one.
predictions of 1000 will sound as foolish
reared in that state. In 1801 he enlisted
The members of Mt. Hope Rebekah as do those of 1873 at this day.
in the Union army as a private in the Lodge, I. O. O. F., will serve a harvest
ioo
Active,
24th Kentucky regiment, and served supper at Grand Army Hall in the near
HAD A CLOSE CALL.
inclined men for
till November, 1804, when he was dis- future.
in"A dangerous surgical operation,
charged on account of wounds received
our Machine
The rooms over E. F. Bicknell'e store,
ul- tions in
in battle, beiog, at the time of bis die- formerly occupied by the Norway and volving the removal of a malignant
some fine openings for men
have
We
from
as
as
my daughmy hand,
large
tuai
*v^.wVU%.
aviiug mujuiwuv
Western Railroad, have been leased by cer,
ter's hip, was prevented by the applica- who have the above
Mr. Joyce bas had a varied and interest- the Norway band.
■
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve," says A. and are willing to
themselves
ing careeer, as one can eee by reading ' Hon. Ε. E. Bedell and T. A. Thurston tion
W. Va. "Per- to the work with the intention of
bis autobiography, which appropriately of Andover were in town this week. C. Stickel, of Miletus,
cured
bears the title, "A Checkered Career." They stopped at tbe Elm House. Mr. sistent use of the Salve completely
a good, per·
and Injuries. making for themselves
Mr. Joyce has been quite a voluminous Thurston was the Democratic candidate it." Cures Cuts, Burns
& Co., druggists. manent,
A.
Shurtleff
at
F.
25c
the
titles
and
writer of both prose
poetry,
for county commissioner.
past
of his published works being as follows:
100 W. υ. Γ. υ. will uuiu luoii m ο Cl»The former Tapley copper mine at
and references, to
Α.,
"Peculiar Poems," "Zigzag," "Jewels ing with Mrs. Ε. F. Bicknell Thursday
has been purchased by the age
Brookvillo
of Memory," "Complete Poems," "Oliver afternoon.
Vermont Farm Machine Co.,
of Portland, and
Co.
Manhattan
Mining
Goldsmith," "Edgar Allan Poe," "Brick- ; Eugene 0. Russell, formerly with the
Bellow Falls, Vt.
are being made to work the
bats and Bouquets," "Beautiful Wash- ! Norway bakery and later with the Port- preparations as
mine as soon
Carpentering
possible.
of
j land and Yarmouth Railway, is spending is going on and the machinery will arrive
ington," and "Personal Recollections
Shakespeare." Mr. Joyce claims that his vacation with his people in town.
this week.
the
with
line, j M. W. Sampson, upon hie return from
the poem which begins
1
"
with
you,"
a hunting
Laugh and the world laughe
FAMOUS STRIKE BREAKERS.
trip in West Stoneham,
UKEATIIE ΗΥΟΜΚΙ AND GET RELIEF AND
the authorship of which is claimed by brought with him a deer. He reports a
The most famous strike breakers in
SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE.
CUBE.
Lots
Bear.
at
Camp
Ella Wheeler Wilcox, which is included most pleasant visit
the land are Dr. King's New Life Pills.
catarrh with its many unLave
If
you
by her in her published poems, and of game.
When liver and bowels go on strike,
should begin to
which is generally ascribed to her, was ; The ladies of the Congregational Cir- they quickly settle the trouble, and the pleasant symptoms, you
at onco.
written by him long before it was put cle had such good success with their
Best use the healing Hyomei
on.
work
goes
right
purifying
Hyoraei is made from nature's soothforth by Mrs. Wilcox, and that her claim food sale that they plan to have another cure for constipation, headache and
oils and balsams, and contains the
of the authorship of the poem is rank in a week or two.
dizzinees. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff & Co., ing
forgerm killing properties of the pine
plagiarism. Mr. Joyce's appended poetic ! Dr. E. A. Sheehy, of Dr. F. E. Drake's druggists.
ests. Its medication is taken in with
tribute to Mr. Lewis was penned by him office, is starting to go to Rumford Fall»
reaches
it
that
the air you breathe, so
his friends
upon learning, a few days ago, of Mr. to open an office. Wednesday
NOTICE.
the most remote cells of the respiratory
Lewis' death, being an impulsive ex- gave him a farewell party at the cottage
Sûtes for the
United
of
the
Court
In
the
District
organs, killing all catarrhal germs and
pression of his high regard for his lato of Fred R. Smith, The Green Dragon, at
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
any irritation there may be in
soothing
Among those present was In the matter of
friend, and it is here given as showing Oxford.
)
mucus membrane.
the affectionate esteem in which Mr. James M. Palmer of Lowiston, formerly
JOHN M BLAKE,
} In Bankruptcy, theA
of Ruroford, Bankrupt. )
complete Hyomei outfit costs but
Lewis was held not only by Mr. Joyce, with B. F. Spinney & Co. as head bookIn
To the creditor· of John M. Blake,
91, extra bottles, if needed, 50 cents,
but by a host of other friends. J
keeper.
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
and F. A. Shurtleff A Co. give their perThe election of officers by the memA man of noble, honest part,
Notice is hereby given that on tiie 10th day of
that
With active brain and loving heart,
bers of the Norway Federation οΓ November, A. D. 1906, the said John M. Blake sonal guarantee with every package
the
first
and
that
Has stepped across this earthly night
bankrupt,
will be refunded unless tbo treatWomen's Clubs at Grand Army Hall was dulyofadjudicated
at the office money
hold
be
will
his
creditors
Into the realms of love and light.
meeting
ment cures.
Wednesday evening resulted as follows: of
the Referee, No. 8 Market Squaie, South Paris,
He lived upon the Godlike plan.
on the 28th day of Nov., A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock
President— Mre. Margaret Llbby.
And ever loved hUfellow man
at which time the said creditors
In
*
the
forth.
forenoon,
Dan
lice
CAUTION·
Secretary—Mrs.
In doing always what he could
a
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
Treasurer—Mrs. Wlnnlfre<l Pottle.
To blees his human brotherhood.
My wire, Sarah E. Storer, having left me
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
Anrtltor— Mre. Emma Culllnan.
I hereby forbid all person*
cause,
without
bejust
come
as
business
such other
may properly
He ever nought the good and light,
trusting ner on my account. I «hall not pay any
It is reported that Mr. F. E. Tower fore said meeting.
And bravely entered every light
ber utils after tbls date.
of
concerts
1906.
Nov.
of
bis
12.
South
another
Paris,
will give
popular
Where Freedom battled day uy day
Hiram, Maine, Oct Slat, 1906.
WALTER L. GRAY,
And held her glorious onward way.
AUSTIN STORES.
about the first of the new year. In the
Referee In Bankruptcy.
he
all
been
have
to
the
promised.
Blessed be his memory
la»t,
past they
A friend to Truth In ail the past,
first-class in every
j The next will be
While o'er his grave In sunny hours
IHIiMBIimWtWtHH
Shall blush and bloom thn sweetest flowers. respect.
F. ▲. IHÛBTLEFF * CO.
JOHNA.JOTCK.
i Horace Pike continues to gain. While
F. A. SHUBTIiEFF * CO.
2*26 Maryland Avenue. N. E„
he Is unable to sit up, he enjoy· a good
Washington, D. C., Oct. SO, '06.
cigar now and then, and talks of the
received a new lot of
We have
time when he will resume his work

50c., 59c., 7Sc.

Robes made of outing flannel, in different color·,

Night

80c.

Night Robes in white and stripe· with embroidered yoke,

Night Robes of outing flannel, in thiee style·, 1st, in different color·, embroidered
and tucked yoke, embroidered ruffle around nick and sleeves, 2nd, tucked
yoke, collar and cuffs trimmed with feather-stitch braid, 3rd, white, pink
and

blue,

tucked

yoke trimmed

with

96c.

braid,

yoke, ool-

Night Robe·, white and striped, tucked, hemstitched, and embroidered
lar and cuffs trimmed, very heavy,

$1.25

two atylea, 1st, white, has tucks and fancy stitching, embroidered
collar and cuffa, 2nd, in different stripe?, tucked front with 16 rows of nar·
$1.00
row ribbon, collar and cuffs trimmed with ribbon, very pretty,

Night Robe· in

outing, handeomely embroidered,

Robe· in white, of

very

$1.76

heavy,

50c., 08c., $1.26, $1.60

Robes, extra large size in plain and fancy stripes,

Children's Robes in different stripes of outing flannel, 4 to 12 years,
For children 3 to 0 yeais,

fleeced,

60c.

GARMENTS

SLEEPIHG

Heavy fleeced,

25c.

4 to 10 years,

50c.

OUTIffG FLANNEL SKIRTS
In white and fancy stripes, with flounce plain, embroidered or lace trimmed, for
29c., 39c., 50c., 59c., 75c., $1 00, $1.26

KIMONOS
In

pretty design·,

very

long, ilannellette, $1.50

Melton

Vellon,

$1.98

98c. and $1.25.

Short Kimonos, very pretty,

Norway, Maine.

|

Overcoats
for Men.
For the best dressers the

Found.

|

require

any

not.

special

or

expense to be

dressers,—

come

to us for

We'll

your clothes.
you into

easy

skill

special

that is, if you

put

Hart, Schaftner

a

& Marx garment, and that
mear s

nobody

that

eUe will

be better dressed than you.

One lot black

—

—

as

es

It doesn't

among the best

Norway National Bank

{

to have

any

|

good

paying

just

CLOT H ES is
~

MEN'S

in

thing

correct

Europe,

Found.

Copyright 1906 by

Kersey

Overcoats,

$10.00

quality

$7.50.

for

Htrt Schtfïhcr & Mux

dog,

One Price
Clothier.

by

100 Men Wanted.

j

v·

Energetic,
posiDepartment.

Bright,
Mechanically

qualifications
apply

»··»

|

|

paying position.
experience,
Apply, giving
Dept
HAVE YOU CATARRH?

Il

I again.
The W. C. T. U. Conventions.
The World's and the National are over
Maine State Poultry Show.
and have become history. So many of
our members attended one or both, and
the newspapers gave such full, reports,
Portland, Dec. 11-14.
there is little

correspondent

of interest left for your
to chronicle.

The date for the sixth annual exso soon and
of the Maine State Poultry
many of the foreign delegates attend- hibition
now close at hand, and
ing, made it eeem but a continuance of Association is
to be the fiuest display they
the World's.
1
It will be held in the
ave yet made.
The election of Lady Carlisle of Lnndon as president of the World's seemed j Auditorium Building, Portland, which
to give general satisfaction. It was said affords superior accommodations.
At the first exhibitions held it was
the British delegation came instructed
to vote for Mrs. Stevens, but she pos- thought advisable to make a so-called
for the protecitively refused to be considered, as did "State of Maine Class," who feared
to
Anna Qordon. It was much regretted | tion of those breeders
with
that Lady Carlisle was not present, but ι place their birds in competition
outshe was well represented by her hue- the more experienced breeders from
band, the Earl of Carlisle, and her1 side the state, but it was soon proven,
daughter, Lady Dorothy Howard. Sbe however, that our state could produce
birds which would compare very favorcabled her acceptance of the office.
Lady Dorothy is young, only 20 years ably with any brought from other
of age, but she made a âne address at sources.
We, the people of Maine, have the
one of the evening sessions in Tremont
good fortune to live in one of the best
Temple.
Mrs. Kaji Jajima, the president of states of the union for the raising of
the W. C. T. U. in Japan, was one of poultry and eggs for the market. Its
the most interesting of the foreign dele- cool climate in summer and, in these
the facilities affordgates. She took part in both conven- days of rapid transit,
almost
tions, and although she spoke in her ed for placing dressed poultry
market give
own tongue one was interested to follow immediately on the Boston
her, and the translation was fine. She a rare opportunity to the poultryman.
There are in Maine many farms which
learned to say "thank you" very plainly
when an American flag was presented could be very cheaply bought, farms of
little or no value for stock-raising,
and draped about her.
Mrs. Stevens was re-elected unani- which oould be very well adapted to the
that
mously, and all the general offioers savo poultry business. While it is true
keep a
recording secretary Mrs. Clara Hoffman nearly all farmers and ofvillagers
their business,
has served ten years, and deolined a re- few hens as a side line
comparatively few make them their
election.
There were nine states that bad made means of support, and not many would
so

The National convening

Kromiees

chandelier pulled up by a fisherman's
that nearly three million dollars
trawl a few day· aince, which la thought a gain of more than 500, and the total realise
worth of poultry and eggs are raised anto have come from the Portland. There gain In membership was over 18,000.
There were several Invitations for the nually in this state, far exceeding the
la one omission in the dispatch reporting
the oombined orchard and grain products.
the find. It la customary to add, In case next sessions. It is expected that
While these facts go to show Maine's
of auch find a, or bottle· with message·, World's will be held in London, aa Lady
possibilities, we believe that the opening
"It la thought to be a fake." In tbla Carlisle does not travel by water.
The National reoeived Invitations from up of her resources is but just beginInstance that I· left off.
there Is a
Tennessee, Virginia, Colorado and Ne- ning, and we are confident
decision is made by the promising future in store for poultry·
The
braska.
made
In a Hit of nomination·
by executive
one
,
committee, bat it is probable ! men, and we sinoerely urge them,
! former word.
Governor Cobb last week are the reapI and all. to unite with na in our endeavor
it will go to Nashville, Tenn.
of
Buoksof
Parker
8pofford
pointment·
This was the largest oonvention ever to make Maine's poultry and eggs as
! The Maine Lumbermen and Land port, railroad commissioner, and George bald
and Indeed a moat interesting one. famous for quality as are her Baldwin
facof
annual
of
its
K.
Morrison
Saoo, inspector
Owner·' Association held
A. L. Mkbbill, Sec.
E. ▲. G. Stickhxv.
apples.
I
sacred songs, haa proved

Air

Second Congregational Church, Re*. B. 8.
Hideout, Paetor. Preaching service Sunday,
10:80 A.M.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Y. P. 8.
C. B„ Sunday Evening, β 30 P. M.; Social Meeting, 7 .-00 P. If·; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,

Ready-Made

▲ TEAR or BLOOD.
Tbe year of 1903 will long be remembered In the home of F. N. Ticket, of
Alllanoe, Kjr., ta a year of blood; whioh
flowed to copiously from Mr. Tacket's
lunge that death seemed very near. He
writes: "Severe bleeding from tbe luogs
and a frightful cough bad brought me
at death's door, when I began taking
Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, with tbe astonishing result tbat

just

Perfumes and Toilet Waters.
may be a little early to
to have you come in and
like
should

Though it

for Christmas,

purchase

we

elegant assortment we
something you especially desire,
see

the

for you. You may see
season.
and that you could not procure if you waited till later in the
Hess,
from
Palmer,
Colgate,
odors
Hudnut,
We have the leading
cent* to $4.00.
Roger & Gallet and Goetting. In fancy packages 25
In bulk, 50 cents to $1.50 per ounce. Toilet Waters 25 cents to
$1.00 per bottle,
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

have

F.
F.

ready

A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
3 Stores, {SfS'l Maine.

A.

IHVBTLEFF * CO.

F.

X.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.
Department Store Specials.
Blankets 55 cts. to S5.00 per pair.

Men's Gloves and Mittens,

$2.50, $2.00, and $1.50.
Every

line

a

bargain,

can

be found here.

all kinds of footwear at the

right price.

Also

plete

Oil Cloth Stove Mats in all sizes.
Baskets and

a

full line of
see us.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Successors to

OPERA H0U8E BLOCK,

Smiley

Shoe Store,
·

NORWAY, MAINE

Apple
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Presses.

SQUAHU,
MAINS!.

PARIS.

SOUTH

Here's

Dandy

a

Look at it a minute. It skims all the milk
from a whole herd in just a few minutesskims it clean, and just as soon a* drawn from
the cows. No milk sitting around—no skimming
by hand—neither pans, crocks nor cans to wash—
skim milk ready to feed.

IT'S THE TUBULAR.
It's the Sharpies Tubular Cream Separator—
and it's a dandy. Notice the waist low supply can
and wholly enclosed, entirely self-oiling gears. A
Dairy Tubular bas done 24 years' work without
.repairs and used only 3 quarts of oil. All Tubulars are just as durable as tbat one. Dairy Tubulars are built right—are neat and economicalno oil—use the same oil over and over again.
It's tbe leading separator.
I sell the Tubular.
Everybody likes it. Drop in and look at it—and,

drip

while you

are

in, get

a

catalog.

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.
Manager Oxford County Creamery.

Have You Heard About the
=

SUITS
AT

=

—k

S. B. & Z. S. Prince's?
6 White Eton Suits for

the

Call and

$2.50.

2,

β

and $5.00. Fitzu, $3.50 and $4.00.
Iroquois, $3.00. Other lines for

cts. to

Centre Draft Nickel Lamp, comwith 10 inch shade and chimney $1.39.

Β. & H. No.

IHVBTLZFF * CO.

Walk Over Shoes, $3.50, $4.00

10

$2.50.

thing for the fair.

All Wool Suits that have been $10.00, $12.50,
$14.00, $15.00 are marked $5.00 to close.

Just
$13.50,

$16.00, $17.00, $19.00, $22.00
$S.oo.

Those that have been

and

$25.00

now

The Skirts Alone Are Worth This Amount,

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

■

people, almoet m
metropolitan newspaper for buay
Free
Delivery Carriei
Rural
and
a
your
dally,
good m
week.
times
three
every
door
to
it
your
bring»
and Fridays,
It is published ou Mondays, Wednesdays of The Daily
news
and contains all the most important
value.
Tribune, which is a guarantee of ita
farm and have not
If you live in the village or on a
be kept in olose touch
time for a daily newspaper you may

GOOD

in a

AS
A

at a very small cost.
with all important news of the world
TRI-WEEKLY
The regular price of THE NEW YORK
can secure it with
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyouOxford Deaiocrat,
local newspaper, The
your own favorite

DAILY

Bi Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWS-

The Oxford Democrat,
Send your order and money to
South Paris, Maine.
card to THE NEW·
a
Your name ami address on postal

PAPER.

New-York City, will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
bring you a free sample copy.

FsrcSd

IloGflng

open it;
pry one lot of Pitroid;
13
it; apply it to your roof,

iu-

!κ·ι» ;.*<·!· ;·.Γ>ΐ not satistied
U««» l>rst reaiy roolin^'
·-» uî y >·γ name acd adί

Γ.

thai y

L.

nui>. ·,

Longest

Paroid Lasts

Because i: ismadeof the6e»f/tff—madeinourown
mills established in 1617); other manufacturera buy
their felt outside and simply saturate and coat it.
J (not dipped) in a saturating
Because it is
is every fibre.
compound * Lich mate* it water proof
Uccausc itiso>ated on both sides with the strongest,

and feel tlm difference. Paroid doe* not break or
crack in the colde»t weather or run in hot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,
both side»—the only cape that will not rust, work loan

cap-;— water proofeu on
leaks.
a guaranty—«rAjr it lasts
Tin >-■ are sumi> of the reasons why we can (rive Paroid so strong
S. Go*'t., railways, factories and farmer·everywhere.
30 Ion tr—why it is 30 largely used by the U.
All we ask is that you try it, on ourmonev-back guaranty.
substitute but Bend for samp!*· and pricea.
If your ilea'er cannot supply you, don't take a
rust -pr*>f
and cause*

KV^Surl^W
it

BUILDING PLANS FREE

plans for Practical Farm Buildings.

5. P. MAXIM & SON,

ON

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

—

—

game.

we were

played

some

under the

—

No. .128.—Ckarade.

When we began to tread the way
That numbers lay before ua
My first oft keeps us from our play
While tasks undone hang o'er ua.
color vernal, like the spring.
My second you will find.
And with my third Is everything
Made present to the rated.

▲

Is human and for you
Forme part of eVry hour.
one who's learned to
Is
My whole
What gives to trade Its power.

My

fourth

do

Ho. 330.—Progressive Enigma.
Miss G-7-8-U has grown to be so
1-2-3-4-5-0 that she expects to remain
at the 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9 for the remainder of her life.

[Example: Add r and 1 to a famous
Italian poet,
rearrange and make
drilled. Answer—Dante, trained.]
L Add a and e to a large box, rearrange and make property which falls
to the state for want of heirs.
Add a and a to ardor, rearrange and

make a beautiful flowering plant
3. Add s and h to a staff showing
authority, rearrange and make a saga-

A. W. Walker & Son's,

|

more.

4. Add d and u to a substance used
in brewing, rearrange and make a
book of Hebrew laws.
5. Add f and e to a rural festival,
rearrange and make worn out
β. Add u and r to a horned animal,
rearrange and make a highly seasoned

stew.
7. Add s and c to silent rearrange
and make military science.

Χ

Coal at

patterns and clean

Shield Paul·.

—

X

X

—

Ο

Χ

—

Ο—X

Χ—Χ

—

Χ— Χ

—

Χ

—

Ο— χ

Χ

—

—

Ο

—

Ο

—

—

X

Χ

—

Χ

Χ

—

Χ

—

X

ο

1. An expert. 2. A small grain. 3.
Courteous. 4. The forearm. 5. Something said; a maxim, β. A letter.
Centrals give tbe name of a fisb
which walks on land and climbs.
No. 333v^A Bon* Title.

South Paris, Maine.

A

BONDS FOR SALE.

Soup

Norway Water Co. of Norway, Me.
First Mortgage Four per cent twentyyear b«n<iH in $100 and f;>00 pieces.
Price 101.

Stomach

No appetite, loss of strength, narrow
headache. constipation, bad breath
faaoral debility, aour risings, aad catarrh
•1 the stomach ara all due to Indigestion.
Kodol curaa indigestion. Thia new discovof dige··
ery reproaenta this natural Juices
ttoo as they ezlat in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest knovn tonio

For Sale at

mm,

WOrK HORSE FOR SALE.
or single,
fears nothing but a whip perfectly

kind and safe, wil! be sold at a low
price as I wish to winter no horse.
Will take part
Price one hurdred.
or hav or both.
in
wood
pay
C. C. DEARBORN,
Near Fair Grounds.

K. W.

Kodol Digests What You Eat.

by r. A. Shurtleff * Co.
I

K.

Crayon, Water color,

SOUTH PARIS.

Agents Wanted.

The Massachusetts Mutual Accident
Association offert· an excellent opportunity to engage in a lucrative business.
Experience helpful but not necessary in
an up to date accident and health insurFor particulars address
ance.
C. M. DA ICY, General Agent,
214 Main St, Lewieton, Me.

Wanted.
a

lady

of

call, Mrs.
experience.
A. E. Townsend, Otistield (P. O.
address, Oxford, R. F. D. l).

NOTICE.

II.—1. A hard substance.
cord. 3. A precious stone.
nine nickname.

2. A stout
4. A femi-

No. 335.—Hidden Ant hors.

I.
A vulgar word for common aot.
know.
first
surely
you
My
My second le of speech a fact
When courtesy you'd show.

II.
first you want to know
You'll feel It when you shiver.
And for my second. weapon show,
Man'11 use no more forever.

Kow. If my

No. 33U.—Combination·.
1. Combine iu tbe place of uud to direct und have to prevent
2. Combine not in aud tbe sound
made by a young cblld and bare an

exclamation.
8. Combine

on

tbe surface and to In-

hale to form exaggerate.
Apple· and Ache·.
Pour little boys consume sixteen
Large apples (very large and green).
This proves to any but a dunce
That sixteen Into four goes once.
If every apple caused α pain.
How many little boys remain Τ
The answer's eight. Before the trouble
and now they
The boys were four
"double."
—St Nicholas.
—

ATWOOD,

Engine and Boiler

—

startle.
Word
Buried
No.
322.
Square:
These. Haven. Event. Sense. Buter.
Divisions: 1. Not, Ice—noNo. 328.
tice. 2. For. tune—fortune. 8. Plea,
sing—pleasing. 4. Out fit—outfit 5.
—

—

For *ale Cheap.
Second hand, six horse power Car, pet—carpet, β. Be, low—below. 7.
nuts—doughengine and eight horse power boiler. Is, Sue—issue. 8. Dough,
Call and see them at A. C. Jones' nuts.
No. 324.—llhymed Diamond: 1. Β
Machine Sho;>, South Paris, Me.
5.
4. Bagpipe.
3. Negro.
t. Ray.
Briar, β. Ape. 7. E.
Wanted.
No. 325.—Double Acrostic: Primais
1. Ursus.
States.
Experienced hand wood turner, and finals —United
3. Iowa. 4. Tart. 5. Ease.
one who can also run a Cowdrey 2. Nest.
Apply to Mr. (1. Dogs.
Weymouth l«the
No. U2ti.—Line Puzzle: 1. Lane, lame.
Hall at 60S Eastern Ave., MapleDane, dame.
2.
wood. Mass. SAM'L E. JORDAN
Additions: 1. Feat berNo. 827.
BRUSH CO.
fwather. 2. Pbillp, pine—Philippine. 8.
Coru, Ice—cornice.
STATE OF «ΑΙΝΕ.
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
—

KXKCCTIVK DEPARTMENT.
Λ ugusta, Oct. iS, IttW.
Notice I· hereby given that a Petition for the
Pari Ion of Κ I'l I ft ν M UILMAN, a convict In
the State Prison un· 1er sentence for the crime of
munler I· now peudlng before the tiovernor and
Council, anil ■» ne iring thereon will be granted
In the Council Chamber at Augusta, on Tbur·ilay the 15th ilay of November, next, at 10 o'clock.

a. M.

more

A. I. BROWN,
Deputy Secretary of State.

improve·

ments than all other

ranges

Single Damper (patented), worth the price of the fane·;
Improved DocK-AsH Crate (patented), eavee fuel,

night; Aat>eatoa-Bac)l Oven· quickeet,
surest baker ever constructed; Cup-Joint Oven fluet*
never leak, economise heat, make hotter oven; Reliable
Oven Indicator· telle condition of oven accurately, not
affected by smoke or grease.
over

Jmmd

penetrate.

Key to the Punier.
Couatjr Boadtt
No. 8i9.—1Two Exceptions: 1. Horse,
bou·!· numbered 1
Notice Is hereby given
t 30, Inclusive, of the outstanding Court House
hose. 2. Kegnl, real.
IkjdiI» of O*'onl County, Maine, are called for
No. 820.—Name Puzzle: I am ill, W—
payment and are payable at the Norway
National Bank, lit Norway, Malue, on November William.
tli>t. 1906.
No. 321.— Verbal Arithmetic: StarThe fifty bonds de«crll*>d above will cease to
bear lutereat after Novcm'ier drat.
ring + one-half of myrtle =
ring

^^/(§okliig4^nges

keeps fire

Squares.
L—1. Part of a door. 2. A bird. 8.
To turn aside. 4. To absorb. 5. To
No. 334.—Two Word

that

/r&wford
Have

Maine.

The title of an old song.

To lh· Holder· of Oxford

Steam

L. M. TUFTS,

or

....

County Treasurer.
South Pari·, Maine, Oct 10, lyoe.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

by

CIIWDLUR,

UEOR .Ε M

Sepia and Oii a specialty.

nur«e,

W.

West Sumner,

High Grade Portrait Work

Address

and Job Work.

Mitche' H.iril Wocxt Floor Hoanla for tale.

Mouldings s,;L

as

Also Window Λ Door Frames.
?lanlng, Sawing

Mats, Mirrors

position

I will furaKii DOOKS soil WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable price*.

If Id w:«nt of a»· y kin·! of MnUh for lnslite or
<>uuM« work, sci.I In your orUerr line Lum
•er anil Siiluiflt· on baud Cheap for Caah.

and Pictures,

Nichols St.,

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

•cola· only. il.OO Stie Soldin« 2H tlroeath·trMI
Éia. which Mils for 50 cents.
hanrri by 1. α O.WITT * θα. OHKUUXX

Picture Frames

Norway National Bank.

Good worker, double

aad reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestloa
aad dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
euree all stomach troubles by clSanaing.
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Bafc of Ravenavood W. Va.. aay»^"
I tu tiuehlii wttJk sour atooach for twenty reara.
Kodol cerad mm «4 we ar· now uatnc it te atk

SoM

Lot

Xj. M. Longley,
Maine.
Vorwav,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

new

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.?

A

began

we

No. 333

Stove Wood and

Chas. F. Ridlon,

in

3. At
4. At
6. We

Edgings,

up stock.

&

once.

Agents, South Paris, He.

Wool Carpets
to close out odd

at

Better do

A LOW PRICE
—

—-

fée lUmetrmtcd elrcaUr,

WALKER 4 PRATT MFC. CO.. 31-33 Union St., I

but never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar. It atopa tbe cough,
heals and strengthen* the lungs and
prevents pneumonia. F. A. Sburttleff A
Co.

"My husband is a brute," said the excitable woman.
"Rave you been scolding him?"
"Of course I have."
"Ah! I suppose he talked back and
used harsh language."
"Worse than that! He yawned!"
In every clime its colore are unfurled
Its fame has spread from sea to sea;
Be not surprised if in the other world,
Ton hear of Rocky Mountain Tea.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

"Well, Tommy," said the visitor, "I
suppose you like going to school?"
"Oh, yes," answered Tommy, "I like
goin' all right, and I like comin' home,
bat it's stay in' these between times that
makes

me

tired."

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Druggists refund money if it fails to
care.
E. W. Gbovk'b signature is on
each box. 25c.

Towne—Well, well, tbe idea
marrying Miss Goldey. Why,
dyspeptic.

of his
he's a

Browne—What has that to do with it?
She's got plenty of money, and so—
Towne—That's just it. She'll never
agree with him; she's too rich.

Need

a good cathartic? A pill Is best.
pill like DeWltt'a Little Early!

J

possible.
DANCING PROVES FATAL.
Nothing more fullv meets both these
Many men and women catch cold at
requirements than a celery salad arraugod for individual serving in a ring of dances which terminate in pneumonia
tomato aspic. To make the aspic, cover and consumption. After exposure, if
one-half box of gelatine with cold water Foley's Honey and Tar is taken it will
and let stand an hour. Strain the liquor break up a cold and no serious results
Refuse any but the
from a pound can of tomatoes and add need be feared.
enough water to make a quart. Put genuine in a yellow package. F. A.
over the tire and bring to a boil; season Shurtleff A Co.
to taste with salt, sugar and cayenne.
Pour over the gelatine and stir until
thoroughly dissolved. Invert small
cups in salad saucers; pour the gelatine
mixture around each cup to the depth of
one-half inch and stand in a cold place
until it has congealed. Then remove the
cups and fill the space with a nicely
seasoned celery salad.
As to the sweets for the Thanksgiving
feast, custom has decided this question,
and courageous, indeed, is the hostess
who ignores the dictum. For novelty's
sake, however, the time-honored pumpkin pie may be served in the form of
attractive pielets or tartlets and topped
with
delicately browned meringue.
When one is near a confectioner, the icecream, which now forms one of the
standard sweets on such an occasion,
might be molded in individual pumpkin
molds with spun sugar stems and leaves.
Or, when the cream must be of home
manufacture, freeze it in the usual manner and serve in a pumpkin shell which
has been neatly lined with several
thicknesses of paraffined paper.
Although, from a dietetic standpoint,
some variety of cake less pronounced in
flavor and richness should be served with
such a
■ce cream, custom, scorning
weakness as indigestion, again takes the
lead, with the result that fruit cake,
pound cake and crisp, toothsome crullers
walk hand in hand, so to speak, with pie
delectable
and ice cream, forming a
the
combination that should satisfy
palate of the veriest epicure, and leave
in the mouth a delicious commingling
■if flavor that even the small cup of black
coffee, which puts the period to the
feast, does not wash away.—Ex.

Rural relative in New York—I suppose that young lady in that fine carriage belongs to the 400, doesn't she?
City host—Guess not. She's too

pretty.

Here is our condensed opinion of the
Original Laxative Cough Syrup: '-Nearly
all other cough syrups are constipating
especially those containing opiates.
Kennedy's Laxative (containing) Hooey
and Tar moves the bowols. Contains no
opiates. Conforms to the National
Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold by F.
A. Shurtleff A, Co.
To loso one's faculty of admiring, of
and reveronce in presence of something greater than ourselves, is, indeed,

awe
an

impoverishment.

Your stomach churns and digests the
food you eat and if foul, or torpid, or
out of order, your whole system suffers
from blood poison. Hollister's Rocky
Mountain Tea koeps you well. 35 cents,
Tea or Tablets. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
A Co.
to

Mabel—And did your grandfather live
a grreu old age?
Jack—Well, I should say so! He was

swindled three times after he was seven-

ty.

We have secured the agency for Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup, the uew laxative
that makes the liver lively, purifies the

breath,

cures

digestive
constipation.
the

regulates

organs. Cures chronic
Ask us about it. F. A.

Shurtleff & Co.

A Few Household Items.
"Circumstances are the nails on which
Mix ginger cookies with cold coffee in- the weak hang their failures, with which
the strong clinch their successes."
stead of water, ns it improves tbem.

Folks

am

CURED ME
2Î,

The Sensible Snail
Master Snail was an ambitions chap
irlio wanted to make a name and fortune for himself. 80 one day he went
l'i a merchant bug who owned a
building and said:

1905.
Oâsfield, Me.,July
About lix weeks ago I was feeling very
much worn out, (am in my 83d year) and
felt that I must do something for myselfif
1 kept around. 1 was extremely tired,
and much of the time so dizzy that I could
I finnot walk straight across the floor.
ally procured a bottle of the True "L. F."
Bitters and began taking them as prescribed.

Dear Sire:—

big

"I would like you, air, to give me a
position here."

"Well," said the merchant bug, "you
to be a pretty smart little chap,
r.nd I will give you a position to ran
nocrn

I he elevator."
"I will take the job," said the, snail.
All he had to do wus to stand in the
levator car, nnd wheu any one got In

"Let me off at the fourth
floor." he would turn a wheel and up
liio elevator would go to the fourth
door. And if It was the second or the
the
third or the fifth floor it was Just
and if any one wanted to come

uud said,

I very soon found they were helping me,
and now after taking % of a bottle am feeling well ai could be expected for one of my
M. T. Sylvester.
age. Yours truly, Mrs.

The True "L. F." will cure old or young who
in any form, bil·
may be suffering with indigestion
iouinea, constipation, humors and catarrh, jjc.
Colored Postal Cards. 60 subject*.
C
Write us. Η. H. Hay's Bona, Selling
ΠΓΡΡ
ItV.
I
AgenU Portland. Me.

60 YEAR·'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

Fame,

as
down in the elevator it was Just
paKy.
Master SnnH certainly had a good
and
position, for lie got $3 a week,
think what you cau buy for three

1

I

Disions

Copyrioht· 4c.

dejejIpOonmaT
B^OTUbl^ Coœœ^M-

Anyone «ending · sketch and
aulckly ω certain onr opinion freewhetheran
la pr-.bably
Llonaitrlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patenta
lent free, oldeit agency forwmuMMt.
Patenta Uken through Munu k Co. receive
ιpteial notice, without charge. In the

Indention

Scientific American.
tewsetefr·

A handaomely Illustrated weekly.
cotation of any aelentlflc loaroal.
rear: four months, |L Sold by all newidealer·.

Terma.g_>

NfflsaKVHsteft'1
HILLS,

Mil. M liHCH AN

Τ

W. J. WHeeler db
Willing· Block,

eoutb Perla,

-

low, he went back to the elevator car
and kept at work.
"I vlll hold on to this Job until I get
another," said he. "for I had better be
getting *;{ a week than be out of work
mid getting nothing."—Detroit Journal.

Tobacco

the "National

MORWAY,

BUY

—

Revelation Shoes.
Patents in Blucher and Polish

All other leathers

$3.50.
$3.00.

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

tive of this country and was first
found in Virglula. There is nothing
sectional or local about the plant, because today it Is grown In most of the
states from Florida and Louisiana to
Connecticut and is now used in every
nation on the glol·», civilized and barbarian. if it is possible to obtain it. It
is not commonly known that the tobacco plant bears a very pretty pink
blossom, which might come into the
flower gardens but for its rank and

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases

IP YOU want g quick cash
■ale (or yoar country property, write for our improved
FREE lilting blank·. No advance

payment required.

If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale I
write or call on us.
in. Oxford j
some of the best farms

County.

The E. A Strout Farm
•80

"LargeitSTREET,

Agency, |

in the World."

NA55AU

MOSES

NEW

YORK.

DUtrtct Mgr.,
Norway, Maine.

P. STILES,

Opportunity

Save

Frothingham,

South Paris.

vour
J

broken

or

damaged Cylinder

Δ11 Kind of Ma-

sons' Supplies.

Records,

They are worth 25 cents
exchange plan.

each

on

my

A full line of Columbia Disc and
Cylinder Machines and Records.

Call and hear them talk.

W. A. Porter,

A. W. WALKER St SON,

SOUTH PARIS,

SOUTH PARIS.

W. 0.

N. 3Œ.

BBRZiZN ΔΝ3D 0-03R-XT ATVT.

I also carry

Flower."

If the {.Teat republic must have a
flower, why not adopt the tobacco
plant (Xlcotiana tabacum)? It is a na-

Maine.

quantity desired.

In any

MAINE.

LADIES
—

Co.,

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

DUO.

vliok· dollars! But one day he grew
dissatisfied, and he went to the tnerchaut bug and said he thought ho
should be paid $-i a week.
The merchant hug stuck his feet up
on his desk and looked at Master Snail
from top to toe. Then he said, "My
boy. I am sorry, but I cannot pay you
more than $3 a week."
And what do you suppose Master
Snail did then'; lie gave up his position'/ No. indeed! Like a sensible fel-

MAINE.

Help Wanted.

For Sale.

3000 feet first class iron piping,
from one to two inch. Will sell for
10 per cent, less than wholesale cost.
R. L.

CUMMINGS,

Lady help wanted for steady employment, for further particulars inquire of
MASON MFG. CO.
South Paris, Maine.

South Paris, Me.

The Most

disagreeable odor. The Indian com, or
maize, is another plant indigenous to

the United States and was found In
use as food by the Indians from Virginia to Massachusetts. But If we
must have a flower that Is esteemed as
such without regard to any economic
considerations or utilitarian qualities,
why not adopt the laurel (Laurus latlfolia), mountain laurel or broad leaf

Essential
Feature

laurel?—New Orleans Picayune.

Vegetable*
The term vegetable has reference to
the whole or any part of α plant cultivated especially with reference to use
at the table. But the use of the word
vegetable doesn't always depend upon
cooking, for celery Is a vegetable and
apples are fruit whether eaten raw or
cooked. One would suppose the tomato to be entitled to the term fruit, for
the method of its raising resembles
that of fruit. But it is usually called
vegetable, whether enten raw or cooked, in spite of its appearance. The
quince is so fruitlike In appearance,
so resembling apples, pears, etc., that
and Fralta.

»Λ.
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M
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"NAME ON IVIHV PIECE*

IowKeY's
Wholesome—Digestible
One Box will make
A Happy Home I

Fancy Boxim and Baikal»

only When cooked. Sometimes
vegetable Is α bud, as with cabbages aud I missels sprouts; leaves, as
eplnaib; stems above grouud, as asparagus; stems enlarged (tubers) underground, as common potatoes, 01
roots, as sweet potatoes, turnips, beets

la

dêiifai—for Oltts

tbe

Tehaantepec.
The climate of the Tehuantepec isthmus compares most favorably with
that of Panama, being mild and healthful, writes Itene Baclie in Technical
World Magazine.
Coffee, cacao, tobacco, vanilla and sugar cane are
Brown in the region, which has a population of about 50,000. The Inhabitants are lmrdy and industrious, those
of the plains on tbe Pacific side being
descended from the ancient race of the
Zaputecos and boasting that they were
It
never conquered by tbe Spaniards.
is said that the women of this race
have from time Immemorial been able
to maintain supremacy over the weaker male sex, leaving the men at home
to take care of the house and children
while they carry heavy burdens to

For Sale in South Paris.

£

Dr. Austin

of

thinking

writer will

Tenney,

Inquire

Jewish Maine.

do—get
wanting

the
the

get the

23d.
glastes
Fryeburg, Wednesday,

comparatively
repair. Handy
ship
might
bargain.
J.

of

any visible

best and then

OoioJLiert.

UNDERWOOD.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76

Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.

Poplar

Ε. Η. PIKE,

—

Don't make the mistake

spirit

Spruce,

worship.

an

Underwood.

The home andflland belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W.^Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, has
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in
The grounds are
excellent condition.
extensive, containing additional house
lota.
W. T. JIEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGIÎT, Agent, S. Paris.

PEELED PULPW00D.

dlvlue

be

axelualve

THE WALTER M. LOWNEV CO.
Maker· of Cocoa and Chocolat—
BOSTON, M AS 8.

Tuesdry,

claims of
World.

is that it shall

Every Sealed Package guaranteed
Fresh and Full Weight

oil ten

Tlie Womiu of

TYPEWRITER

first, last and all the time

Always Delicious—Pure—

4Ur...»l.

ami carrots.—St. Nicholas.

OF A

Chocolate Bonbons]

Wanted.

F. ▲. Shurtleff

of the instrument. Also I have
money as they can be sold for the quality
stock
A
always on hand. Prices
leveral medium grade pianos.
large
we
will
and
for
Send
try and interest you in
catalogue
low, terms easy.
the best pianos that are on the market.

Lowest Prices m Oxford County.

plenty

Tablets.

all first

Optioian.

Jeweler and Graduate

Sale.

or

Poole, Merrill, Prescott end The Lauter Player Piano,
claaa, high grade instrument·, and are sold for just as low

The Mehlin,

ire

_

7th.

mealy.

PIANOS.

83 Year· Old

AND ML F." MEDICINE

ill be at Elm House, Norway,
market on their heads. They are very
Hours 9 a. m.
Oct.
handsome, those women, and their nawarranted.
All
are
m.
most
p.
is
to
S
and
beets
costume
tive
by
Including
artistic,
improved
Turnips
Good for everything a salve is used for S
adding one or two tableepoonfuls of
picturesque headdress.
At
Hotel,
and especially recommended for piles.
sugar when cooking.
Nov.
Cranberries can be made very palatable That is what we say of DeWitt's Witch
Why Cot Gla·· Break·.
with much less sugar by mixing them Hazel Salve. On the market (or yean
makers explain why It Is
Cat
glass
families.
of
thousands
in
with about half their bnlk of apple. and a standby
For
are frequent reports of cut
Rub both cranberries and apples through Get DeWitt's. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff that there
& Co.
glass suddenly breaking or crumbling
a colander.
The Dutton Place on Fern Street,
on α table, shelf or sideboard in homes
A round piece of tin about three inches
finished
seven
A great many people tell not the way and elsewhere, although the glass was Norway Village,
in diameter, half of it turned upright,
rooms, one unfinished room with
a thing is, but the way they would like not in use.
makes a good pot scraper.
whenever
assert
that
They
of closet room, shed and
Good loops for hanging garments can to have it.
the tone of any cut glass article comes
be made by cutting strips from an old
stable.
Buildings all
Into contact with its responsive chord
for
kid glove, rolliug in each strip a piece of THIS IS WORTH REMEMBERING.
the glass will go with the new and in good
life
of
the
coarse string, then sewing the edges of
work in the
As no one is immune, every person tone, by which It is affected, and the any one who
the kid neatly together.
should remember that Foley's Kidney
Call
at a
Whalebone that has become bent can Cure will cure any case of kidney or glass collapses or crumbles. It Is on and will be sold
Stearns, Nor*
be made straight by soaking It In tepid bladder trouble that is not beyond the record a famous opera singer could ~>n or address A.
water for about twenty minutes or reach of medicine. F. A. Shurtleff A Co. break cut glassware by reaching high way, Maine.
C In her singing- Several tests were
longer.
To insure straight edges on linens and
made la New York and Pa»1s, and by
a
to
convert
it
costs
$27
claim
"They
d «masks, draw a thread before cutting.
her sinking she broke several pieces of
sinner in Indiana."
Tablecloths cut this way will fold even
cut glusswure. The tone of a violin if
"Cheap enough."
and straight after being washed. Then
"What makes yon think so?"
ultuned so as to l>e in true accord with
when cutting the tablecloth, before
"What makes—say, I guess yon never cut
glass will destroy It
hemming it, save the pieces, as these met
I"
any Indiana sinners
ravelings are the best threads with
Hebrew· and the Sabbath.
which to darn napery.
A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
Fir, and
When other means fall, stain* on the
There Is uot, and there never was InItching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding tended to be, any such feeling of Purihands can be removed by rubbing with
at
delivered
any •talion.
Piles. Druggists are authorized to reyour scouring brick.
tanism or of Calvinism with regard to
on an open Are fund money if Paio Ointment fail· to
thrown
Orange peel
our day of rest as there Is connected
gives forth a pleasing odor in the room. core in δ to 14 daya. 60 cents.
with the Lord's day of our neighbors.
A small quantity of alum In sugar
Inquisitive Boarder—You think the The Jewish Sabbath was to be a desyrup will prevent the syrup becoming
world is growing better?
light. and we read that In the mediaeval
granulated.
Yon
Philosophical Boarder—I do.
ghetto dancing, umoug other recrea WEST PARIS,
Vinegar will remove water stains from
MAINE.
rarely see a mother-in-law joke in print tlons, was common on that day. There
glass, such as fish globes, etc.
be
should
nowaday·.
The skin of baked potatoes
is nothing coutrary to the spirit o!
FOB SALE.
broken as soon as they are removed
Judaism in the playing of games or In
the
becomes
it
as
steam
Taken
the
directed,
This
from the oven.
permits
and all kinds of Retl
form
recrea
farms
of
In
light
auy
the relief of dulgonce
300
to escape and renders them dry and greatest curative agent for
of Hazen's Farm
suffering humanity ever devised. Suoh tlou on Saturday so long as it is com Estate.
Oxford,
to is Hollittor1· Rocky Mountain Te». 85 blued with a due regard for the sacred and Real Eatate
don't
a hem or

try
In basting
tacks,
Say
Pat a oents, Tea
Risers. About the most reliable on the remember the number of inohes.
Λ Co.
market Sold by V, A. Shurtleff A Co. pin la the tape-measure.
a

headache and

L-ii.lci

I

Per

An AO"")*· Slory

,

>f Eodol will wholly digest 3,000 grains
if food. It relieves the present annoyince, pats the stomach In shape to satis·
The provident housewife, especially if I actorlly perform its functions. Good
ibe muet rely upon ber own efforts, or, or indigestion, sour stomach, flatulence,
it beet, supplement them with those of >alpitation of the heart and dyspepsia.
£oaol is made in strict conformity with
in inefficient servant, prepares, in so far
Law.
is practicable, her Thanksgiving dinner 1 he National Pure Food and Drug
η advance of the momentous day itself, I told by F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
■hereby giving herself time and inclina"Could you lend me your automobile
don to enjoy her guests and join
1 'or to-morrow?"
ihem in being truly thankful for the
"With pleasure."
jounteous spread.
"Never mind, old chap, if It's in that
To the majority of housewives the
(
I want It."
irork of planning a properly-balanced londition, I don't believe
meal—that is, one in wbioh each course
CURED OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE.
is well rounded out, both as to the kind
Mr. Roberto. Burke, Elnora, Ν. Y.,
tnd number of dishee served, eacn dish
irrites: "Before I started to use Folev's
laving its complement—is second only
Sidney Cure I had to get up from twelve
to the actual preparation of the food.
:o twenty times a nigh', and I was all
Especially is this responsibility felt when ïloated
up with dropsy and my eyesight
à holiday or other red-letter day menu
was so impaired I could scarcely see one
must be evolved.
jf
my family across the room. I had
Iu the case of the Thanksgiving feast,
up hope of living, when a friend
however, tradition and custom have j given
recommended Foley's Kidney Cure.
combined to pave the way, by dictating,
3ne 50 cent bottle worked wonders and
to a certain degree, what shall comprise
before I had taken the third bottle the
it; yet, at the same time, granting a rehad gone, as well as all other
stricted license to the woman who de- iropsy
disease." F. A.
of
lymptoms
A
innovations.
in
modern
pleas- îhurtleff A Co.Bright's
lights
the
be
would
line
this
ing change along
serving of a delicious cocktail for the
"It used to be the height of my ambiusual bowl of eoup, which, unless it be tion to own an automobile," said the
would
best
in
character,
light
unusually
worried-looking man.
bo omitted in view of the heavy course
"And what is the height of your amOn the other hand, a cock- bition now?"
to follow it.
the
tail serves to whet the appetito for
"To get rid of it."
good things to come. Wry often housefrom
are
deterred
wives
introducing
Many sufferers from nasal catarrh say
these relishing dainties into their menus
they get splendid results by nsing an
because they may have an idea that the atomizer. For their benefit we prepare
coucocting of them is beyond ken and Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Except that
skill of the home cook.
it is liquid it is in all respects like the
That this is erroneoue the following healing, helpful, pain-allaying Cream
recipe for oyster cocktail proves: Mix Balm that the public has been familiar
together until well blended one table- with for years. No cocaine nor other
spoonful each of grated horseradish, dangerous drug in it. The soothing
vinegar, tomato catsup and Worcester- spray relieves at once and cure is certain.
shire sauce, two tableepoonfuls of lemon All druggists, 75 cents, including sprayjuice and one-half teaspoonful each of ing tube or mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Wartabasco sauce and salt. Stand on ice an ren Street, New York.
Lour or longer before using. Thoroughlier—I do wish these opera singers
ly chill two dozen small oysters and ardisrange for individual serving in six cock- would pronounce their words more
tail glasses, or, in lieu of these accesso- tinctly. I can't understand a thing they
ries, in lemon cups made by cutting a say.
Him—Don't go borrowing trouble—
round from one end of medium-sized
I've read the
lemons and scooping out the pulp. Over you're dead in luck.
of
the
a
libretto.
each helping pour tablespoonful
Stand the glasses or
sauce mixture.
"For years I starved, then I bought a
cups in the centre of email soup dishe*,
surround with crushed ice and garnish 50 cent bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure,
me all
with crescents of lemon and eprigs of and what that bottle benefitted
the gold in Georgia could not buy. I
parsley.
months I
That the piece de resistance of the kept on taking it and in two
In
substantial course of every Thanksgiv- went back to my work as machinist.
months I was as well and hearty
ing dinner worthy the name should be three ever was. I still use a little
octhe turkey, young and tender, plump and as I
as I find it a fine blood purijuicy, within its armor of golden-brown, casionally
fier and a good tonic. May you live
not
it
does
That
without
saying.
goes
N. Cornell, Rodalways possess these palatable attributes long and prosper."—C.
is sold
and is everything but the savory dish ing, Ga., Aug. 27, 1906. Kodol
the imagination pictures, is either the hero by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
fault of the buyer or the cook. Proper
"My dear," said the candidate who
dressing, trussing and cooking will work had
arrived home after the returns from
her
has
and
wonders,
every housekeeper
027 preoincts had been received, "I have
true and tried cook-book, that fairly
won a great moral victory."
teems with practical advioe and recipes
"Oh," she replied, "then tbe other
galore.
man must have received most of the
To serve turkey without ite complevotes."
ment, cranberry jelly, Is to rob It of a
portion of its value from a palatable
Henry E. Jones of Tampa, Fla., writes:
standpoint. To add the further virtue "I can thank God for my present health,
the
the
of attractiveness to
up-to- due to Foley's Kidney Cure. I tried
eye,
date housewife serves her cranberry jelly doctors and all kinds of kidney cures,
in tiny individual shapes in a lettuce but
nothing did me much good till I
cup or with a garnish of fringed celery took Foley's Kidney Cure. Four bottles
or other green.
cured me, and I have no more pain in
Although the housewife has an em- my back and shoulders. I am 02 years
barrassment of riches in the way of seaold, and suffered long, but thanks to
sonable vegetables from which to make
Foley's Kidney Cure I am well and can
her Thanksgiving selections, she should walk and
enjoy myself. It is a pleasure
not err on the side of providing too great to recommend it to those needing a kida variety, which always carries with it
ney medicine." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
the suggestion that one's guests have
The
feast.
fasted before coming to the
"I'm goin' in fer spellin' reform," demore simply the vegetables aro cooked, clared Senator Snitch.
the better, too, in order that the appetite,
Senator
demanded
for?"
"What
which should be centered upon the Klutch. "That won't get you nothin*."
full
before
be
will
not
cloyed
distract
attenturkey,
"No; but it will help
justice has been done the dish of honor. tion from the tariff an' the trusts."
A very acceptable and suitable trio of
Give children a remedy with a pleasvegetables for such an occasiou would
comprise a uihu oi insu puuuuua mm ant taste. Don't force unpleasant medithen
liave been cooked teuder aud mealy,
cine down their throats.
Kennedy's
whipped light and white, nicely season- Laxative (containing) Honey and Taris
white
ed and heaped high like Know;
most pleasant to take. Children like it,
onions cooked done—yet retaining their and as a relief for colds, coughs, etc.,
original shape—in boiling salted water, there is nothing better. No opiates.
drained and dressed with cream, and a Conforms to National Pure Food and
dish of stewed tomatoes, corn or lima Drug Law. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
beans.
A Co.
In view of the heavy course which
which
Rooney—Is Casey's wife extravagant?
precedes and the equally rich one
follows it, the Thanksgiving salad should
McGann—She is; she's had twins
as
attractive
as
and
in
character
twice.
be light

rhankjgtvlng In the Cook's Domain.

82&-Ι·μ·*1·(* leatMCM,
FUI second blank frith the word of
the first blank beheaded.
room.
In the
1. We bad
we went into the
2. After
room and played dominoes.
Ho.

So. 331.—Additions.

thickest, s;uo>'thfst, toughest, most flexible coating
usedouany ready roofing. Don't take our word alooa
for it. I'· uipur·- l*aroid with u»y other. Tou can ne

\» ill i"i:J you a check
ÙMÏ-J, : vl
for tl>i· <'àl c st of iho roofing icciuUiu-T tli-; cost of applying it.

The beat treatment for indigestion and
roubles of the stomach is to rest the
tomaoh. It can be rested by starvation
ir by the use of a good dlgestant which
Correspondence on topic· of Interact to the Udle· rill digest the fooa eaten, thus taking
1· solicited. Addrcie: Editor Hombmakxs·'
At the
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me < he work off the stomach.
)roper temperature, a single teaspoonful

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

Agency,

Always Remember the Fkdl Name

I .axative Rromo

Qrfnine

Com α Cold in One Day, Crip in Two.
«*

Ue.

